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Abstract
The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is a complex system of shallow
and deep currents in the Atlantic Ocean which plays a crucial role in the regulation of
the Earth’s climate. Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS) are geometric objects existing
in the extended phase space of dynamical systems which organise the flow around them.
Currently there exist several methods for the detection of LCS. We describe and discuss the
use of Lagrangian descriptors as a tool for detecting LCS and apply it in the case of the
AMOC to study and identify relevant transport pathways. We successfully identify the main
components of the AMOC and their interactions and observe new convective regions off the
coast of the United States and the Grand Banks of Newfoundland.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The goal of this master thesis is to apply computational methods and the theory of dynamical
systems to identify and characterise the transport pathways in realistic models for oceanic
flows. An understanding of transport phenomena in geophysical fluids (the oceans and the
atmosphere) is crucial in a variety of scenarios. Of course, it is relevant to Earth’s sciences
in general, and climatology in particular, but it also has many practical applications. For
example, in our ability of predicting the spreading of pollutants, like an oil spill from a ship,
or in the elaboration of more accurate weather forecasts.
The idea of applying dynamical system’s methods to understand mixing and transport
in fluids was to a great extent initiated by the seminal work of Aref on chaotic advection
[1]. Following the ideas of Henri Poincaré in his study of dynamics, the space is partitioned
into regions in which the fluid particles have a qualitatively similar behaviour. In the fluid
mechanics community, the structures that delimit these regions, which are the geometric
elements that organise the flow, have been called Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS),
introduced by Haller and Yuan in [2]. These are deeply related to familiar objects from
the theory of dynamical systems, like invariant manifolds, but their definition is a bit more
flexible, to accomodate the needs and difficulties encountered when dealing with (real) fluid
flows. These ideas have been the matter of a lot of research in the past years, and several
methods have been developed to identify these LCS [3]. In this master thesis we will discuss
and employ a tool known as Lagrangian descriptors [4], first introduced in [5]. They have
been successfully applied to a variety of situations, both in the context of fluid mechanics
and other high dimensional dynamical systems.
In [6], Lagrangian descriptors were successfully applied to study atmospheric transport
in the West African Monsoon. In same spirit, in this manuscript we address the problem of identifying and understanding the 3-dimensional transport pathways in the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). In recent years, scientific endeavours like the
EU-funded Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS) or the “Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean” (ECCO) consortium, funded by the NASA,
have provided an unprecedented corpus of high-resolution publicly available data for the state
of the global ocean using realistic models incorporating in situ observations. With this data
in our hands, our aim is to apply the aforementioned methods to unravel the interactions
between the different components of the AMOC and characterise the transport in the North
Atlantic Ocean.
5
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The AMOC

In this section we describe the main features of the AMOC and motivate the goal of our
study.
In the same way that the uneven heating of the troposphere results in the formation of
large-scale convective cells in the atmosphere, winds, the gravitational force and gradients in
density and temperature in the ocean’s water induce convection in the ocean in a phenomenon
known as Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC): in the northern hemisphere, shallow
water is heated in central latitudes near the equator and it flows northward, where it becomes
denser (due for example to a decrease in temperature or an inflow of freshwater) and sinks.
It then flows southward and rises again. The ascension of deep waters (due to this or other
causes, like wind forcing) is known as upwelling, and the sinking of surface waters is known
as downwelling. In the southern hemisphere the flowing directions are reversed. The vertical
exchange of water is known as overturning, and it is crucial for its role in the formation of
water masses (bodies of water with relatively uniform temperature and salinity) lying in the
oceans’ basins, and in the heat budgets in the atmosphere and the oceans [7].
In the case of the Atlantic Ocean, the MOC is known as the Atlantic MOC (AMOC),
and it consists of two cells: the upper cell, in the northern hemisphere, and the lower cell, in
the southern ocean. Most of the information available today is relative to the upper cell, and
this is the one that we will be considering. The AMOC is responsible to one of the largest
heat transports in the world, carrying around 0.5 PW across the equator in the northward
direction, and further into the polar seas off the coasts of Northern Europe. It is believed that
upwelling of deep, cold, dense waters takes place mainly in the South Atlantic Ocean, due to
strong winds in the Antarctic region. As a consequence, the AMOC plays an important role
in the climate asymmetries between the northern and southern hemispheres, and Northern
Europe and North America. Even more, the AMOC has been claimed to have an effect in
the global climate: a decline in the AMOC intensity has been linked to a colder Arctic and
weaker Indian and Asian summer monsoons, whereas a stronger AMOC should correspond
to a higher temperatures in the Arctic [8].
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic representation of the main components of the AMOC where
red colors indicate warm shallow currents, while blue arrows correspond to cold deep currents.
The main element in the shallow layers of the upper cell of the AMOC is the Gulf Stream,
which originates in the tropical waters of the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea and flows
northward following the eastern coast of the United States. It detaches from the coast at Cape
Hatteras and turns northeastward (see Figure 1.1). Near the Grand Banks of Newfoundland,
the Gulf Stream meets the southward flowing cold waters of the Labrador Current (LC),
which joins the Gulf Stream and together they form the North Atlantic Current (NAC).
The NAC continues to flow northeastward while several smaller currents branch off and head
southward. On the other side of the Atlantic, the NAC splits into several branches, one of
which heads westward, towards the Irminger Sea, and another one keeps flowing to the north
through Rockall Trough. The region enclosed by the LC, the NAC as it flows northeastward
and the western branch of the NAC near the Icelandic basin is known as the subpolar gyre
[8].
As the NAC flows to the north, buoyancy loss due to cooling and freshwater inflow
make the water parcels sink and form dense, cold water masses known collectively as the
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the main components of the AMOC. Red coloured
arrows indicate warm shallow currents, while blue arrows correspond to cold deep currents.
List of abbreviations: NRG (Northern Recirculation Gyre); LC (Labrador Current); DWBC
(Deep Western Boundary Current); IC (Irminger Current); EGIC (East Greenland-Irminger
Current). Three bodies of water from the North Atlantic Deep Water are indicated: LSW
(Labrador Sea Water); ISOW (Iceland-Scotland Overflow Water); DSOW (Denmark Straits
Overflow Water). Figure extracted from [9].
North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). The NADW is usually split into several water bodies,
the main ones being the Labrador Sea Water (LSW), formed in the Labrador Sea, and
the Overflow Waters, coming from the nordic seas. Initially it was believed that the main
NADW export pathway was the Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC), a deep, cold,
slow current flowing southward along the southern coast of Greenland and the eastern coast
of North America. However, studies have shown that in fact the majority of the LSW that
is exported travels through interior pathways, and only a small fraction does so through the
DWBC [10]. The DWBC continues to flow southward until 8◦ S, where it breaks up into
eddies [8].
In the last decade, the AMOC has been observed to experiment an unprecedented reduction [11], [12]. The slowing down of the AMOC has been linked with the effects of global
warming, in particular with the decline of Arctic sea ice [13]. Due to the important role of
the AMOC in regulating the climate, a good understanding of the transport in the North
Atlantic is crucial. At the moment, most observational data regarding the transport in the
AMOC is based on Eulerian inferences from moored arrays installed in the ocean or from
continued tracking of floats [7]. However, due the difficult access to the deep ocean, a good
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understanding of the three-dimensional pathways is lacking. In this investigation we expect
to shed some light on the matter by employing realistic high-resolution data and modern
methods from the theory of dynamical systems.

1.2

A dynamical systems approach to transport in fluids

To motivate the problem, let us consider a fluid contained in some domain of Euclidean space
Ω ⊂ R3 with a velocity field v = v(x, y, z, t). We are interested in knowing the evolution in
space and time of a certain scalar property c (for example, the temperature or the salinity of
the fluid). In the most general setting, this property will evolve according to the advectionreaction-diffusion equation:
∂c
+ ∇ · (vc) = ∇ · (D∇c) + R,
∂t
where D is the diffusion coefficient and R is a function accounting for external sources or
sinks of the property c (for example, in the case of temperature, R will include the effects of
solar radiation and radiative loss). In the case that the flow is incompressible (most physical
situations can be modelled in good approximation by incompressible flows [14]) we have
∇ · v = 0, so the equation above simplifies to
∂c
+ v · ∇c = ∇ · (D∇c) + R.
∂t
That is to say,

d
c(x(t), y(t), z(t), t) = ∇ · (D∇c) + R,
(1.1)
dt
where (x(t), y(t), z(t)) is a trajectory (i.e., a flowline) of the velocity field v. The left hand side
of the previous equation is known as the material derivative. In many physical situations
and especially when dealing with large-scale phenomena, it is the advective term that plays a
crucial role. Consider for example the role of the Gulf stream, which transports a vast amount
of heat from the tropics towards polar latitudes. For this kind of large-scale phenomenon,
the diffusive term is negligible: typical values of the diffusion coefficient in water are of the
order of 10−5 cm2 /s, and the characteristic timescale for ocean currents is of the order of
several years (around 3 × 107 s). This gives a typical diffusion length of
q
√
Dτ ∼ 10−5 cm2 /s × 3 × 107 s ∼ 17 cm,
which is far smaller than the typical distances travelled by the currents, which are of the order
of hundreds of kilometers. The reaction term in (1.1) is very relevant for short timescales.
Consider for example the daily variability in solar radiation: water receives a net flux of heat
from the Sun during the day, which then emits back to the atmosphere during nighttime.
However, its effect is not so important when considering climatological timescales, as we are.
In fluid mechanics there are two standard approaches to the study of the motion of the
fluid: the Eulerian and the Lagrangian approach. Loosely speaking, in the Eulerian approach the reference system rests in one place as the fluid goes by, whereas in the Lagrangian
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approach the reference system is tied to a fluid particle and moves along it. Direct observations of the state of the atmosphere and the ocean are usually necessarily Eulerian, as they
correspond to measures of the velocity field of the fluid at a particular point in space and
time. However, in order to achieve an understanding of transport phenomena it is crucial to
describe the trajectories of the velocity field v from a Lagrangian perspective. That is, we
must study the dynamical system



ẋ




ẏ
ż

= vx (x, y, z, t)
= vy (x, y, z, t)
= vz (x, y, z, t),

where vx , vy and vz are the x, y and z components of the velocity field of the fluid.
Since an explicit description or computation of the orbits of the system is out of question,
our hope is to be able to understand and classify the behaviour of different orbits. Following
the ideas of Henri Poincaré, this is done by partitioning the phase space of the system (which
in this case coincides with the actual physical space!) into regions with qualitatively similar
behaviour. The invariant geometric objects in the phase space of this dynamical system are
in correspondence with phenomena governing transport in the fluid.
Given a flow ϕ : Rn × R → R, we say that a subset of the phase space, A ⊂ Rn , is
forward invariant under ϕ if
ϕt (A) ⊂ A ∀t > 0,
and we say that it is backward invariant if the same holds for t < 0. If a set is both
forward and backward invariant, we just say that it is invariant (although sometimes we
will use the term invariant to refer to sets that are only forward or backward invariant).
The importance of invariant sets in the context of transport phenomena is that they impose
restrictions on the possible motion of the particles: the invariance condition prevents fluid
particles from escaping the set, and so the transported properties may only be exchanged
across the boundary of the set by diffusion. Therefore, we say that invariant sets are barriers
to transport.
In this section we will outline some of the most important concepts and ideas of dynamical
systems’ theory that are relevant to the study of Lagrangian transport. For the proofs and
further details, we refer the reader to [15], [16]. Consider an autonomous system
ẋ = X(x),

x ∈ Rn .

The most fundamental tool available to characterize the orbits of such system is the study
of its fixed points. A point p ∈ Rn is called a hyperbolic fixed point of X if X(p) = 0 and
the linearization of X at p has no eigenvalues with 0 real part. Hyperbolic fixed points are
of special importance because of the existence of associated invariant manifolds.
Let A ∈ GL(n; R) be a matrix such that no eigenvalue has 0 real part. After putting A
in Jordan form it becomes of the form
As 0
A=
,
0 Au
!

where As is an s × s Jordan block containing eigenvalues with negative real part, and Au
is an u × u Jordan block containing eigenvalues with positive real part. We denote by
{v1 , . . . , vs , w1 , . . . , wu } the Jordan basis.
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Definition 1.1 (Invariant subspaces). We define the stable subspace of A as the linear
subspace spanned by v1 , . . . , vs , and we denote it by E s . Similarly, we define the unstable
subspace of A as the linear subspace spanned by w1 , . . . , wu , and we denote it by E u . Notice
that both E s and E u are A-invariant.
In other words, if we consider the linear system
ξ˙ = Aξ,
the stable subspace is the set of initial conditions such that etA ξ0 → 0 as t → +∞, and the
unstable subspace is the set of initial condition such that etA ξ0 → 0 as t → −∞.
Let X(x) be a C k vector field on Rn (k ≥ 1) and suppose that p is a hyperbolic fixed
point. Let us denote by E s and E u the invariant subspaces of DX(p), and set s = dim E s
and u = dim E u .
Theorem 1.1 (Stable and unstable manifold theorem). There exist unique invariant C k
s
u
submanifolds of Rn in a neighbourhood N of p, denoted Wloc
(p) and Wloc
(p), of dimension s
s
s
u
and u respectively, such that Wloc (p) is tangent to E at p and Wloc (p) is tangent to E u at p.
s
(p) are uniquely characterized by the property that given x ∈ N ,
Moreover, points in Wloc
s
x ∈ Wloc
(p) ⇐⇒ ∃K, β > 0 s.t. kp − ϕt (x)k ≤ Ke−βt
u
(p) are uniquely
as t → +∞, where ϕt (·) denotes the flow of X. Similarly, points in Wloc
characterized by the property that given x ∈ N ,
0

u
x ∈ Wloc
(p) ⇐⇒ ∃K 0 , β 0 > 0 s.t. kp − ϕt (x)k ≤ K 0 eβ t
s
u
as t → −∞. In other words, points in Wloc
(p) (resp. Wloc
(p)) approach p at an exponential
rate as t → +∞ (resp. t → −∞). Furthermore, points in N that do not lie on W u (p) or
W s (p) eventually leave N as t → ±∞.

Once the local manifolds are known, the global manifolds are obtained by the backward
and forward evolution of the local manifolds under the flow map.
Moreover, these manifolds are stable under slight perturbations of the vector field. Given
two C k maps between manifolds, F : M → N and G : M → N , we say that they are C k ε-close if both F and G and their derivatives up to order k are ε-close in the supremum
norm on every compact set of M . The precise definition is unimportant for our purposes;
the interested reader can check [16].
Definition 1.2 (C k -close manifolds). Let S, S 0 ⊂ M be two submanifolds of a manifold M ,
and let us denote by ι : S ,→ M and ι0 : S 0 ,→ M the inclusions. We say that S and S 0 are
C k -close if there exists a C k diffeomorphism f : S → S 0 such that ι0 ◦ f is C k -close to ι in
the C k topology.
We have the following important result related to the stability under perturbations of the
invariant manifolds:
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Theorem 1.2. Let D ⊂ W s (p) be a disk embedded in W s (p) and containing the point p.
Suppose that there is a neighbourhood N of the vector field X (in the C k topology) and a
neighbourhood U of p such that each X 0 ∈ N has a unique hyperbolic fixed point p0 ∈ U .
Then, there is a neighbourhood N 0 ⊂ N of X such that for each X 0 ∈ N 0 , there is a disk
D0 ⊂ W s (p0 ) that is C k - ε-close to D.
That is to say: small perturbations of the vector field result in small perturbations of the
invariant manifolds. This is a very important result for our purposes. When dealing with
real vector fields, such as the ocean or the atmosphere velocity field, the data often has some
noise, and it may also vary slightly from one model to another, or from one observation to
another. What this result tells us is that even though there are small variations in the data,
the invariant structures that we observe will persist: the analysis provided by the dynamical
system’s approach is robust.
The invariant manifolds organise the flow of X in a neighbourhood of p: trajectories enter
a neighbourhood of the fixed point p along the stable manifold, and eventually leave along
the unstable manifold. This intuitive idea is more precisely captured by the λ-lemma, also
known as the inclination lemma.
s
As a consequence of the stable and unstable manifolds theorem, one can think of Wloc
(p)
u
s
u
s
and Wloc (p) as a neighbourhood of the origin in E and E , respectively, where E and E u
are the stable and unstable subspaces of DX(p), and so there exists a neighbourhood V of p
u
s
(p) are open balls of dimensions
(p) and B u ⊂ Wloc
of the form V = B s × B u , where B s ⊂ Wloc
s
u
dim E and dim E respectively.
s
(p) \ {p} and let Du be a disk of dimension
Lemma 1.1 (Inclination lemma). Let q ∈ Wloc
s
(p) at q. For each t ∈ R, we denote by Dtu the connected component
dim E u transversal to Wloc
u
of ϕt (D ) ∩ V containing q. Then, for each ε > 0 there exists T > 0 such that for all t > T ,
Dtu is C 1 - ε-close to B u .

Let us now move to the case of a nonautonomous system. That is, a system of the form
ẋ = X(x, t),

x ∈ Rn .

The natural setting of this system is not Rn , but Rn × R, by redefining the system as follows

ẋ
ṫ

= X(x, s),
= 1,

(1.2)

where now the dot denotes differentiation with respect to a new parameter s. Therefore,
nonautonomous do not have fixed points. However, the ideas described before can be extended to this type of systems.
Consider a linear system
ξ˙ = A(t)ξ,
(1.3)
where A(t) is a time dependent n × n matrix. Let us denote by M (t) the fundamental matrix
of the system with M (0) = id, so any trajectory γ(t) with initial condition ξ0 can be expressed
as M (t)ξ0 . Note that ξ = 0 looks like a fixed point, but it is in fact a trajectory (indeed,
nonautonomous systems have no fixed points). However, it retains many similar properties.
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Definition 1.3 (Exponential dichotomy). We say that the system (1.3) possesses an exponential dichotomy if there exists a projection operator P (P 2 = P ) and constants K, K 0 , λ, λ0 >
0 such that for all τ
M (t)P M −1 (τ ) ≤ Ke−λ(t−τ ) , t ≥ τ
and

0

M (t)(id − P )M −1 (τ ) ≤ K 0 eλ (t−τ ) ,

t ≤ τ.

The projection operator P is, in fact, the analogue of the projection onto the stable subspace.
Consider now a trajectory γ of (1.2). We say that γ is a hyperbolic trajectory if the
associated linearized system
ξ˙ = DX(γ(t), t)ξ
possesses an exponential dichotomy. That is to say, the stable and unstable spaces follow, in
some sense, the trajectory γ. As in the case of hyperbolic fixed points, hyperbolic trajectories
have associated invariant manifolds in the extended phase space, as we now state.
Let X(x, t) be a C k time-dependent vector field in Rn , and let γ be a hyperbolic trajectory
of the system ẋ = X(x, t). Suppose that rank P = s (where P is the projection operator in
Definition 1.3. Moreover, consider a tubular neighbourhood of γ,
Nr (γ) = {(x, t) ∈ Rn × R : kγ(t) − xk < r}.
Theorem 1.3. There exist invariant C k submanifolds of Rn ×R, denoted W s (γ) and W u (γ),
of dimension (s + 1) and (n − s + 1) respectively, and r0 > 0 such that for all 0 < r < r0 , the
following hold:
• W s (γ) (resp. W u (γ)) is forward (resp. backward) invariant under the flow of X in the
extended phase space.
• W s (γ) and W u (γ) intersect transversaly at γ, and the angle of intersection is bounded
away from 0 uniformly in t.
• Trajectories in W s (γ) (resp. W u (γ)) can be continued to the boundary of Nr (γ) in
negative (resp. positive) time.
• Trajectories in W s (γ) (resp. W u (γ)) approach γ at an exponential rate as t → +∞
(resp. as t → −∞).
• Any other trajectory in Nr (γ) not starting in W s (γ) or W u (γ) will leave Nr (γ) in
forward and backward time.
Remark 1.1. Notice that even if the underlying vector field X is autonomous, the invariant manifolds will, in general, depend on time: they organise the flow around hyperbolic
trajectories.
The lambda lemma (Lemma 1.1) has many important consequences that we will relate
to mixing phenomena. There are various rigorous definitions of mixing in a mathematical
sense. One definition, perhaps the most intuitive, is that of topological mixing. We say that
a system is topologically mixing if for any open sets A and B, the iterates of A under the
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system eventually reach B. That is, ∃T > 0 such that ϕT (A) ∩ B 6= ∅. It is important to
note that any chaotic system is topologically mixing. In any case, the idea is clear: a system
is mixing if points that were originally close are scattered throughout the system after a
sufficiently long time.
A well known situation that is particularly interesting is the transversal intersection of the
stable and unstable invariant manifold of a periodic hyperbolic trajectory. Smale’s homoclinic
theorem states that in the vicinity of such intersections (called transversal homoclinic points)
one can construct a horseshoe map. In the case of 2 dimensional time dependent flows, this
leads to the remarkable conclusion that the dynamics near that point are not only mixing, but
chaotic. A similar scenario is that of the intersection of the stable and unstable manifolds
corresponding to different hyperbolic trajectories. These settings are commonly referred
to as homoclinic and heteroclinic tangles. Intuitively, if the flow is volume preserving, by
the inclination lemma (Lemma 1.1), the ‘lobes’ formed by the intersection of the invariant
manifolds evolve with the flow and are stretched and compressed along the stable manifolds,
thus leading to the formation of filament-like structures in the phase space. This stretching,
deformation and advection of these lobes is often referred to as lobe dynamics, and are
fundamental in the description of 2-dimensional time dependent systems.
It is immediately clear how this applies to the context of fluids. In particular, many geophysical situations can be very well approximated by two dimensional flows, as the vertical
component of the velocity is often neglected, and so the ideas stated before apply immediately. But even in 3-dimensional problems these ideas remain useful. Even though the precise
description of the dynamics are more complicated, the intuitive compressing-and-stretching
idea derived from the lambda lemma (Lemma 1.1) still applies: the intersection of invariant manifolds suggests the existence of mixing processes (even though perhaps not in the
mathematically rigorous definition).
All the structures that have been described so far are classified as hyperbolic. However,
especially in the study of fluid flows, there are structures that are of interest and cannot be
classified as hyperbolic. Think for example of a coherent water jet. If we pick a particular
trajectory within the jet and consider a slight perturbation of it the new trajectory will not
drift away exponentially in time. On the contrary, it will remain close to the original one.
This type of behaviour is commonly called elliptic. A fixed point p of an autonomous vector
field X(x) is called elliptic if the eigenvalues of the linearization of X at p all have real part
equal to 0 but are all different from 0. Similarly, a periodic trajectory is elliptic if all its
Floquet multipliers lie on the unit circle.
There are other structures that can be labelled as elliptic. The most important examples
are the so-called invariant tori, such as, for example, the KAM tori arising in the theory of
nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems, but also in more general settings of volume preserving
flows (see for example Arnold’s theorem for perfect fluid flows [40]). We remark that the
theory of Hamiltonian systems is particularly important in geophysical applications, for, as
we have mentioned, for many applications the flow can be assumed to be 2-dimensional.
Then, by the incompressibility condition, one can introduce a stream function which acts
as a Hamiltonian for the flow. However, we will not be dealing with these situations in this
essay.
These elliptic invariant structures foliate regions of the phase space (which we call elliptic
regions) and they will also play an important role in the context of Lagrangian transport.
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The invariance condition implies that the fluid cannot go across the boundaries of the tori:
the fluid is confined within these elliptic regions and cannot interact with the exterior, and
so the properties of particular fluid parcels are transported unchanged across possibly long
distances. In relation to the example of jet currents in the ocean, a paradigmatic example
of these ideas is the Gulf stream, which transports a vast amount of heat from the tropical
waters of the Caribbean across the Atlantic Ocean to the North of Europe.

Chapter 2
Methods for the detection of LCS in
real flows
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the theory and ideas coming from dynamical systems
offer robust and powerful techniques to the analysis of Lagrangian transport. However, as
always when going from the abstract-theoretical setting to real life applications, numerous
issues arise that must be addressed. In particular when dealing with geophysical fluids three
very important problems arise that make an analytic approach to these situations virtually
impossible, and which pose difficulties in the application of the aforementioned ideas to these
problems [17]:
1. The velocity field v is nonautonomous and wildly aperiodic.
2. Since the velocity field v often comes from a combination of observational data and
numerical computations, one almost never has an analytic expression for v and has to
deal with large discrete datasets.
3. The velocity field is only defined for a finite time. This is obviously a consequence of
point (2), but constitutes a problem on its own because many concepts in dynamical
systems are defined as infinite time limits.
Adding to point (3), notice that the problem with infinite time definitions can exist even
when the velocity field is stationary (for example after taking the average velocities over a
certain period of time): it is unlikely that the structures observed in oceanic or atmospheric
models fit exactly the definitions that we gave in the previous chapter. For example, no real
water or atmospheric jets are perfectly elliptic: they all exhibit some kind of hyperbolicity
for sufficiently long times. However, it makes no sense from the point of view of applications
to classify all trajectories in the flow as hyperbolic, as no one would argue with the fact that
jet-like streams are elliptic structures that exist in a finite region of space and time. Another
problem in the case of applications is the following. When dealing with geophysical flows,
for example, it is often the case that one works with velocity fields that are averages over
a certain time period. Even though the resulting velocity field is autonomous, infinite time
limits, although they make perfect mathematical sense, are unphysical, because the velocity
field constructed only models the period of time considered.
15
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Therefore, it is interesting and necessary to adapt these concepts to finite time analogues.
In the sequel, we will use the term Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS) to refer
to invariant geometrical objects in the extended phase space, which may not exist or be
defined for all time. This is an obvious generalization of the invariant objects described
in the previous chapter. There is a variety of methods designed to detect LCS in flows,
which involve the use of modern techniques from the theory of nonlinear dynamical systems.
Examples of these techniques include finite size and finite time Lyapunov exponents [18]; the
identification of distinguished hyperbolic trajectories [5], [19]; the geodesic and variational
theories of LCS [20], [21]; the theory of ergodic partitions [22]; transfer operators methods
[23], and Lagrangian descriptors [4], [24].
In the subsequent sections we analyse two of these methods: finite time Lyapunov exponents, as they are the most widely used in the fluid mechanics community, and Lagrangian
descriptors, which are the ones that we will be using for our analysis.

2.1

Lyapunov exponents

Probably the most widespread method of detecting invariant manifolds are the finite time
Lyapunov exponents (FTLE). These are finite-time analogues of the standard Lyapunov
exponents, which we now describe. Let ϕ(x, t, t0 ) denote the flow map of a given dynamical
system, and let γ(t) = ϕ(x0 , t, t0 ) be a hyperbolic trajectory.
Definition 2.1 (Lyapunov exponents). The Lyapunov exponents of γ are defined as the
distinct possible values of the limit
λ = lim

t→∞

kDϕ(x0 , t, t0 )vk
1
ln
,
t − t0
kvk

v ∈ Rn

(2.1)

where Dϕ denotes the differential of the flow map with respect to the x variable.
Remark 2.1. Note that if instead of x0 we consider some other point x1 located on the same
orbit as x0 the values of λ remain unchanged.
To gain some intuition on this definition, consider a “neighbouring” trajectory, γe (t) =
ϕ(x0 + δ0 , t, t0 ), where kδ0 k  1. Set δ(t) = γe (t) − γ(t). We have
δ(t) = ϕ(x0 + δ0 , t, t0 ) − ϕ(x0 , t, t0 ) = Dϕ(x0 , t, t0 )δ0 + O(δ02 ),
where Dϕ denotes the differential of the flow map with respect to the x variable. Then, to
first order,
δ(t)2 = δ0> (Dϕ(x0 , t, t0 ))> Dϕ(x0 , t, t0 )δ0 =: δ0> C(x0 , t, t0 )δ0 ,
where we have introduced C(t) = (Dϕ(t))> Dϕ(t) (we drop the dependence on x0 and t0 for
notational convenience), which is commonly known as the Cauchy-Green tensor. Since C(t)
is symmetric, we may δ0 in terms of a (time-dependent) orthonormal basis of eigenvectors
P
of C(t), δ = i ai (t)vi (t), each eigenvector vi with associated eigenvalue Λi (t). Since γ is
hyperbolic, the neighbouring trajectory γe will approach or diverge from γ at an exponential
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rate. The particular rate will depend on the initial relative position of the trajectories; that
is, it depends on δ0 . Therefore, in principle, the following limit should exist:
kδ(t)k
1 1
1
λ = lim
ln
= lim
ln
t→∞ 2 t − t0
t→∞ t − t0
kδ0 k

P

Λi (t)a2i (t)
P 2
ai

and it may assume up to n distinct values,
q
1
ln Λi (t)
t→∞ t − t0

λi = lim

because each ai (t) is bounded.
The theoretical result that ensures that the limit (2.1) exists is the Oseledec multiplicative ergodic theorem. The precise statement is the following [25]:
Definition 2.2 (Cocycle). Let ϕ : Rn × T → Rn be a dynamical system, where T ∈ {Z, R}
is the time set, and let C : Rn × T → GL(n; R) be a matrix-valued map. We say that C is a
cocycle if
1. C(x, 0) = id for all x ∈ Rn
2. C(x, t + s) = C(x(t), s)C(x, t) for all x ∈ Rn and s, t ∈ T .
Note that the differential of ϕ satisfies this definition.
Theorem 2.1 (Oseledec). Let µ be an invariant ergodic measure for the dynamical system ϕ,
and suppose that for each t ∈ T , the maps given by x 7→ ln kC(x, t)k and x 7→ ln kC(x, t)−1 k
are in L1 (µ). Then, for almost all x and u in Rn the limit
λ = lim ln
t→∞

kC(x, t)uk
kuk

exists and attains up to n distinct values depending on u but not on x.
Notice that in the case of a hyperbolic fixed point p of an autonomous vector field X(x),
the Lyapunov exponents are simply the real parts of the eigenvalues of the linearization
(i.e., the differential of X at p). In the case of elliptic fixed points, the eigenvalues are all
purely imaginary and therefore the Lyapunov exponents are 0. This already suggests that
Lyapunov exponents will only be adequate for the detection of hyperbolic structures. In fact,
it can be shown (see for example [26]) that the Lyapunov exponents provide an equivalent
characterization of hyperbolicity. Namely, one can say that a trajectory is hyperbolic if none
of its Lyapunov exponents are zero.
Now, constructing a finite time analogue of the Lyapunov exponents is very easy: simply
replace the t → ∞ limit by a finite but large τ . This motivates the following definition,
Definition 2.3 (Finite time Lyapunov exponents). Given τ > 0, the finite time Lyapunov
exponents, denoted FTLEi (τ ; x0 , t0 ) are defined as
FTLEi (τ ; x0 , t0 ) =

1 q
ln Λi (τ + t0 ),
τ

where, as before, Λi (τ +t0 ) denotes the eigenvalues of the Cauchy-Green tensor at time τ +t0 .
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Remark 2.2. Note that in general it will be the largest Lyapunov exponent the one that
determines the asymptotic behaviour of the system. Therefore, one often talks about the
Lyapunov exponent, meaning the largest Lyapunov exponent. However, to avoid ambiguity,
we will refer to it as maximal Lyapunov exponent.
This provides a straightforward definition of finite time hyperbolicity. Namely, we will
say that a trajectory starting at x0 is hyperbolic in [t0 , t0 + τ ] if none of its FTLE are zero.
It can be shown (see [19]) that there exists a (time dependent) coordinate change in which
the linearized system has the form of a ‘standard saddle’. That is, ξ˙ = Dξ, where D is a
nonsingular diagonal matrix.
Before we proceed, we mention an alternative finite time analogue of the Lyapunov exponents: the finite size Lyapunov exponents (FSLE). While in the case of FSLE the
‘finish time’ is fixed a priori, in the case of FSLE one fixes a particular distance, δ, and then
measures the time that initially infinitesimally close particles (in practice, δ0 -close particles)
need to become separated by a distance δ. That is,
FSLE(δ; x0 , t0 ) =

δ
1
ln ,
T (δ) δ0

where T (r) is the time needed to achieve the δ-separation. Even though the definition seems
simpler, FSLE are much less used than FTLE, so we will concentrate on the latter.
Remark 2.3. The discussion above has been made in the setting of t → +∞. Exactly the
same ideas can be applied to the reversed system. That is, considering the limit t → −∞.
We will refer to the Lyapunov exponents (finite or infinite time) obtained in each case as the
forward and backward Lyapunov exponents.
In the literature, it is common to define Lagrangian coherent structures (LCS) as ridges
of the field of maximal Lyapunov exponents (see, for example, [27]). Loosely speaking, given
a scalar field u(x) on Rn , a ridge is defined as a locally maximizing hypersurface. In other
words, a submanifold S ⊂ Rn such that u(x) decreases less when moving along S than in
any direction transversal to S.
Heuristically, Lyapunov exponents are a quantification of the stretching and compression
of the phase volume when advected by the flow. Therefore, ridges in the field of maximal forward Lyapunov exponents should correspond to maximally stretching directions (i.e.,
attracting structures in the t → +∞ limit), and ridges in the field of maximal backward
Lyapunov exponents should correspond to maximally compressing directions (i.e., attracting
structures in the t → −∞ limit). Clearly, this idea is very related to the notion of invariant
manifolds described in Section 1.2, and so ridges in the forward FTLE field (resp. backward
FTLE) are taken as approximations of the stable (resp. unstable) manifolds. However, we
will see later on that even in very simple systems this is not the case. Even so, Lyapunov
exponents have been successfully applied in the context of three dimensional ocean dynamics
(see for example [28]).
Here we highlight some problems that one encounters when using FTLE to detect LCS:
1. Even though Oseledec theorem ensures the existence of the Lyapunov exponents in
the t → ±∞ limits, we have no information on the rate of convergence of this limit.
Therefore, it is difficult to establish the right choice of τ in the definition of the FTLE.
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2. By construction, Lyapunov exponents are only (possibly) useful and accurate at detecting hyperbolic LCS.
3. The definition of finite time hyperbolicity is problematic: one can construct examples
of trajectories that are hyperbolic for all finite times, but which are not hyperbolic in
the t → +∞ limit. See Section 2.4.6 in [17] for a detailed example.
4. Even in the stationary setting, Lyapunov exponents can fail at detecting hyperbolic
coherent structures. Conversely, ridges in the field of FTLE can identify spurious
structures with no Lagrangian interpretation. We will discuss this point more in detail
in subsequent sections.

2.2

Lagrangian descriptors

In this section we present the tool that we will be using in the rest of this essay: Lagrangian
descriptors. Lagrangian descriptors were introduced by Madrid & Mancho [5] as a method
for identifying distinguished hyperbolic trajectories in aperiodically time dependent vector
fields. The definition is very simple. Consider a dynamical system
ẋ = X(x, t),

(x, t) ∈ Rn × R

and let us denote by γ(t) a trajectory of the system such that γ(t0 ) = x0 for given (x0 , t0 ) ∈
Rn × R.
Definition 2.4 (M function). We define the Lagrangian descriptor, also called the M function, as
Z t0 +τ
kγ̇(t)k2 dt.
M (τ, t0 , x0 ) =
t0 −τ

Here, k·k2 denotes the Euclidean norm of the velocity vector γ̇(t).
In other words, the value of M (τ, t0 , x0 ) is the arclength of the curve traced by the trajectory of the system going through x0 at t0 in the interval [t0 −τ, t0 +τ ]. Therefore, neighbouring
trajectories that behave in a qualitatively similar way are expected to have similar arclengths,
while drastic changes in the qualitative behaviour of the trajectories are expected to produce
changes in the values of the arclength. For example, in the case of a hyperbolic fixed point,
the invariant manifolds have a distinctive behaviour in either the t → +∞ or the t → −∞
limit, which uniquely characterizes them amongst all the trajectories around the fixed point.
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the M function will highlight, in some way that we
will specify in the following lines, the invariant manifolds. Moreover, the heuristic argument
developed here suggests that a similar result should be achieved if instead of the Euclidean
norm of the velocity one considers the integral of other intrinsic positive geometric quantities
[4]: other norms of the velocity, the norm of the acceleration, functions of the curvature of
the trajectory, etc.
Here we will introduce a generalization of the M function as described in [24] using only
the velocity of the trajectories. Using other quantities like the acceleration or the curvature
requires the trajectories to have a higher degree of regularity that real systems often do not
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possess, mainly due to the fact that the velocity fields are finite datasets and the integration
of the trajectories must be performed numerically, and therefore the resulting Lagrangian
descriptor could potentially be noisy. A detailed comparison of several possible Lagrangian
descriptors can be found in [4].
Definition 2.5 (Lagrangian descriptors). Let 0 < p < +∞. We define the Lagrangian
descriptor Mp as the function
Mp (τ, t0 , x0 ) =

Z t0 +τ
t0 −τ

kγ̇(t)kp dt.

Here, k·kp denotes the vector p-norm.
Recall that k·kp is defined as
kvkp =

P
p

i |vi | ,
p 1/p
 P

(

i

|vi | )

if p ∈ (0, 1]
if p > 1.

,

To see in which way the Lagrangian descriptors highlight the hyperbolic structures of the
flow, we consider the following very simple example: a 2-dimensional linear saddle.

ẋ

= λx
ẏ = −λy.

(2.2)

We will choose t0 = 0 for simplicity (since the system is autonomous this entails no loss of
generality). The flow of this system is given by


ϕ(x0 , y0 , t) = x0 eλt , y0 e−λt

>

.

Note that the origin is a hyperbolic fixed point of (2.2) whose stable and unstable manifolds
are the y- and the x-axis, respectively. Now, pick p ∈ (0, 1] and let us compute
Mp (τ, 0, x0 , y0 ) =

Z τ 
−τ

p

λx0 eλt + −λy0 e−λt

p

dt


λp−1  λpτ
e − e−λpτ
p
λp−1
= 2 (|x0 |p + |y0 |p )
sinh(λpτ ).
p

= (|x0 |p + |y0 |p )

Notice that the partial derivatives ∂Mp /∂x0 and ∂Mp /∂y0 do not exist on the y- and x-axes,
which are precisely the stable and unstable manifolds of the origin! This is clearly seen in
the left panel of Figure 2.1.
Now we consider the same example but with p > 1. In this case it is not possible to
compute the integral analytically, but we can obtain an approximate expression for small
and large values of τ :
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• Small τ . We fix y0 and consider small values of x0 and τ . That is, we want to
approximate M around the stable manifold at a fixed y0 . We have
Mp (τ, 0, x0 , y0 ) =

Z τ 
−τ

p

λx0 eλt + −λy0 e−λt
p

Z τ

p 1/p

dt

!1/p

x0 2λpt
=
λ|y0 |e−λt 1 +
e
dt
y0
−τ
!
p
Z τ
1 x0 2λpt
−λt
=
λ|y0 |e
1+
e
dt + O(x02p+1 )
p y0
−τ
Z τ
λ |x0 |p (2p−1)λt
−λt
=
λ|y0 |e +
dt + O(x02p+1 ).
p−1 e
p |y0 |
−τ
From this expression it is already clear that Mp is a smooth function of x0 , hence no
sharp features will appear around the stable manifold for small values of τ (see the
second panel in Figure 2.1).
• Large τ . We consider the same situation as before, but now for large values of τ . As
we approach the upper limit of the integral in the definition of Mp , ẏ will become small
and ẋ will become large, and as we approach the lower limit, the opposite will happen.
Hence, we introduce a “cutoff”, τ0 , and rewrite Mp as
Mp (τ, 0, x0 , y0 ) =

Z −τ0
−τ

kγ̇kp dt +

Z τ0
−τ0

kγ̇kp dt +

Z τ
τ0

kγ̇kp dt.

(2.3)

We address the last term. For large values of time, |ẋ|  |ẏ|, so following a procedure
similar to the one for small values of τ we obtain
Z τ
τ0

λt p

λx0 e

1/p
−λt p

+ −λy0 e

dt =

Z τ
τ0



λ|x0 |eλpt dt + O e−λ(2p−1)ξ



where ξ ∈ [τ0 , τ ], and similarly for the first term in (2.3). Therefore, we obtain the
following expression for Mp :
Mp (τ, 0, x0 , y0 ) = |x0 |eλτ + |y0 |eλτ + B
where

B=

Z τ0
−τ0





kγ̇kp dt + O e−λ(2p−1)ξ + constants.

Again, we notice that the derivatives ∂Mp /∂x0 and ∂Mp /∂y0 are undefined on the xand y-axes (they are discontinuous) (see Figure 2.1).
Remark 2.4. We want to emphasize that in the latter case (p > 1) the Mp function is actually
smooth in x0 and y0 for small and large values of τ (this follows directly from the definition).
The discussion above only shows the asymptotic behaviour of Mp as τ becomes very large.
What we mean by saying that the partial derivatives of Mp are asymptotically discontinuous
is that they change abruptly in a very small region of space. That is, the local curvature
becomes extremely large. In most practical applications (i.e., in numerical simulations) this
will be realized as a discontinuity of the derivatives.
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Figure 2.1: The figure displays the performance of two Lagrangian descriptors, one with
p = 0.2 and the other with p = 2 (the original definition given in [5]), for the case of the
linear saddle (2.2). Note how in the case with p < 1 the invariant manifolds are already
visible at τ = 1, whereas in the case of p > 2 higher values of τ are required.
The discussion above motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.6 (Singular features). We say that an orientable hypersurface S ⊂ Rn with
normal vector n is a singular feature of Mp (τ, t0 , ·) if the normal derivative ∂M (τ, t0 , x0 )/∂n
is undefined at every x0 ∈ S (i.e., it is unbounded or discontinuous).
The simple example that we have examined indicates that hyperbolic structures are identified as singular features of the Mp function, and we have shown this explicitly for the linear
saddle. Very similar computations show the same behaviour in the case of the rotated saddle;
i.e.,

ẋ = λy
ẏ = λx.
These results can be found [24], where also the cases of the autonomous nonlinear saddle, the
nonautonomous linear and nonlinear saddles and some non-Hamiltonian examples are discussed. In all cases the core argument is the same as we have discussed here: the discontinuity
or unboundedness of the derivatives of terms like |x0 | and |x0 |p .
An important and useful property of Lagrangian descriptors is that they succeed at identifying elliptic regions as well. This is due to its link with the ergodic partition theory [22].
Here we will not go into the details of this, but will give some examples of how these elliptic
structures are identified. We consider the system

ẋ

=y
ẏ = −x,
in which the origin is an elliptic fixed point. This system is Hamiltonian and so it can be
expressed in action-angle coordinates. In this case these are the standard polar coordinates:

ρ̇

=0
= ∂H
∂θ
θ̇ = − ∂H = −1,
∂ρ

(ρ, θ) ∈ [0, +∞) × [0, 2π).
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The Hamiltonian is simply H(ρ, θ) = ρ. We deduce that the flow of the system is given by
ρ(t) = ρ0 and θ(t) = θ0 − t. Since the system is integrable, the phase space is foliated by
invariant 1-tori which are circles of radius ρ0 . Hence, this system has no hyperbolic structures
whatsoever and no singular features as discussed before are expected.
Intuitively, this can be understood as follows: initially close particles will evolve confined
to their respective invariant tori, and the magnitude of their linear velocity will be given by
ρ(t)θ̇ = ρ0 . Thus we have
M2 (τ, 0, ρ0 , θ0 ) =

Z τ
−τ

ρ0 dt = 2τ ρ0 .

Thus, the contours of the M2 function are circles centered at the origin. Now, note that the
Mp function differs only by a factor of 1/(2τ ) from being an average along the trajectories of
the system. In fact, for the case that we have considered, the average exists and is trivial to
calculate:
M2 (τ, 0, ρ0 , θ0 )
= ρ0 .
lim
τ →+∞
2τ
Here we have considered the case p = 2 for simplicity, but a similar procedure shows that
this limit exists for other values of p (see [24] for more details).
This observation bears some similarities with the Birkhoff ergodic theorem, which ensures
the convergence of these ‘time averages’ of functions along the trajectories of an ergodic
measure preserving dynamical system defined on a compact set. Moreover, the level sets of
these limiting functions are invariant sets of the system. Note that what we have discussed
above is precisely this: the level sets of the limiting function (which in this example is just
ρ0 ) are the invariant tori of the system! Therefore, this example suggests that elliptic regions
can be identified as regions in the phase space in which the function Mp /(2τ ) converges for
sufficiently large τ . As a major and crucial difference, we highlight that the Birkhoff theorem
has not been proven for aperiodically time dependent flows.
The ideas explained in this section have been carefully analyzed in the case of the ABC
flow [24], which is an incompressible 3-dimensional flow known for exhibiting complicated
topological features which combine chaotic regions and elliptic invariant tori. Lagrangian
descriptors have been successfully applied in the context of oceanic flows before (see for
example [29], [30]) as well as in the atmosphere [6].

2.3

Performance of the methods

In this section we compare the results obtained by the two methods described in the previous
sections in particular examples. A thorough comparison of Lagrangian descriptors with FTLE
and other methods not mentioned here can be found in [4].
The first system that we consider is the linear saddle, as in (2.2). In this case the Lyapunov
exponents can be calculated analytically. We have that the flow is given by ϕ(x0 , y0 , t) =
(x0 eλt , y0 e−λt )> , and, in fact, since the vector field is linear, this is also the expression of Dϕ:
eλt 0
Dϕ(x0 (t), y0 (t))u =
0 e−λt

!

!

u1
= u1 eλt + u2 e−λt .
u2
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Therefore,

1 kDϕuk
ln
= λ.
t→±∞ t
kuk
lim

That is, the maximal Lyapunov exponent is the same at every point, both in forward and
backward time! The same happens when considering the finite time version. Thus, we see
the FTLE field does not highlight the invariant manifolds of the saddle. Conversely, in
the previous section we have shown that the Lagrangian descriptors correctly identify these
structures.
We give a second, more complicated example, following [4]: the forced Duffing oscillator.
It corresponds to the planar system given by

ẋ

=y
ẏ = x − x3 + εf (t).
The function f (t) is a time dependent forcing, and the parameter ε quantifies the magnitude
of the forcing. We consider three cases:
• The integrable case. It corresponds to taking ε = 0. In this case the system has a
hyperbolic fixed point at the origin with two symmetric homoclinic orbits (which are
the invariant manifolds of the origin). The regions inside and outside the homoclinic
orbits correspond to elliptic periodic orbits.
• Periodically forced case. Now ε > 0 and f (t) = sin(t). In this case the hyperbolic fixed
point becomes a hyperbolic trajectory and remains close to the origin.
• Aperiodically forced case. Again ε > 0, but now the function f (t) has aperiodic time
dependence. The particular choice of f (t) can be found in [4].
In Figure 2.2 one can find a comparison of the performance of the Lagrangian descriptor
M2 and the forward FTLE. Notice how the singular features in the contour plots of the
M2 function clearly show the position of the stable and the unstable manifolds in all three
cases considered, in a clearer way than the forward FTLE. Moreover, even though the FTLE
correctly identify the stable manifold around the origin, they form spurious ridges in the
outer parts of each plot which have no Lagrangian interpretation. These features are not
present in the M2 plots.
We finish this chapter by summarizing these and some other practical reasons why we
believe that Lagrangian Descriptors (LD) are a more adequate tool in the identification of
LCS than FTLE, which is why we have chosen this tool for our analysis of the AMOC.
• LD display the stable and unstable manifolds in one plot, whereas in the case of FTLE
one must compute the forward and backward exponents separately.
• LD adequately identify the stable and unstable manifolds in cases in which FTLE
fail, such as the linear saddle. Moreover, unlike LD, FTLE often highlight spurious
structures that do not correspond to invariant objects (see Figure 2.2, but also Section
2.2.2 in [4]).
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Figure 2.2: First row (a, b, c): the unforced Duffing oscillator. Second row (d, e, f): the
periodically forced case. Third row (g, h, i): the aperiodically forced case. The leftmost
column (a, d, g) shows the stable (blue) and unstable (red) manifolds of the hyperbolic
trajectory/fixed point. The middle column (b, e, h) displays the field of forward FTLE
calculated for τ = 10. The rightmost column (c, f, i) corresponds to the Lagrangian descriptor
M2 for τ = 10. Figure extracted from [4].
• Unlike FTLE, LD successfully identify elliptic regions in the phase space.
• The computation of the LD is usually much more efficient than that of the FTLE.
For the latter, one must compute the differential of the flow map at time t. Since
this usually has to be done numerically, for example in 2-dimensional flows one needs
to integrate four trajectories for each point in the field of FTLE, to calculate all the
partial derivatives (or, alternatively, make the grid on which the FTLE are evaluated
extremely fine). In contrast, LD only require the integration of one trajectory per point
in the plot.
• The computational implementation of the LD is much simpler than that of the FTLE.
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Chapter 3
Defining the model
3.1

The CMEMS data

The data that we initially intended to use in the analysis of the AMOC were obtained from
the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS), the marine component
of the Copernicus Programme of the European Union, which offers data about the state of the
ocean regarding water, ice and biochemistry. The product that we have used for this study
is the Global Ocean Physics Reanalysis (GOPR) (GLOBAL REANALYSIS PHY 001 030 )
which contains daily data for the state of the global ocean from 1993 to 2019. The datasets
are publicly and freely available upon registration at [31]. This product contains, to the best
of our knowledge, the highest resolution data currently available for the state of the global
ocean over a long time period.
The files come in the netCDF-4 format (Network Common Data Form). NetCDF is a set
of software libraries and data formats specifically designed for the efficient creation, storage,
access and distribution of array-like scientific data. It is based on the Common Data Format
(CDF) developed in the late 1980’s by the Unidata program at the University Corporation
for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) in the USA. It was originally intended for meteorological
data, and has become a global standard format for the sharing of geophysical data. For more
information on the matter the interested reader may check the UCAR/Unidata webpage.
The data is provided in a regular longitude-latitude grid with a spacing of 1/12◦ (around
8 km) and 50 non equally spaced levels of depth, ranging from −0.494 m at the surface to
−5727.917 m at the deepest points of the seabed, the spacing between levels being larger at
greater depths than at the surface. The product assimilates data from observations of the
ocean state and the numerical resolution of the NEMO ocean model (Nucleus for European
Modelling of the Ocean) [32].
Our goal is to apply dynamical systems methods to analyse the mean transport properties
in the AMOC. For that purpose, we have constructed a velocity field obtained by averaging
the daily data corresponding to the northern summer (June, July and August) of the time
period ranging from 1993 to 2003. The choice of these two periods has been made attending
to the data availability, and with the idea of eventually comparing the behaviour observed
in the range 1993-2003 with the behaviour in the last decade.
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The NEMO model. In order to have an idea of the data that we are working with, we
enumerate of some basic features of the NEMO model, which are relevant to our study. For
further details, the reader may check the NEMO manual, [32].
• Spherical approximation. The Earth is assumed to be a perfect sphere, and gravity is
assumed to be radial (i.e., independent of the latitude and longitude).
• Thin shell approximation: since the average Earth’s radius (6371 km) is 7 orders of magnitude larger than the ocean’s depth, the latter is neglected in comparison to Earth’s
radius.
• Turbulent closure hypothesis: the effects of small-scale turbulent flows on the largescale phenomena are modelled in terms of large-scale features (for a more detailed
explanation of this term we refer the reader, for example, to [14]).
• Hydrostatic hypothesis: the vertical accelerations are neglected and the pressure gradient is assumed to be in balance with the buoyancy force:
∂p
= −ρg,
∂z
where p denotes the pressure, ρ is the water density and g is the Earth’s gravity.
• Incompressibility hypothesis: the velocity field is assumed to be incompressible; i.e.,
∇ · v = 0.

3.2

Calculation of the vertical velocity

Even though the model is three-dimensional, the vertical component of the velocity field is
not provided in the GOPR product, and thus it must be calculated. Following the indications
in [33] and [32], the vertical velocity has been calculated from the incompressibility equation.
In Earth sciences, the three components of the velocity field, both of the atmosphere and
the ocean are usually denoted by (U, V, W ). They correspond, respectively, to the eastward,
northward and radial components of the velocity field. They are also called zonal, meridional
and vertical velocities. These components are not relative to a Cartesian coordinate system,
but rather to a geographical coordinate system, which we now introduce. Assuming that the
Earth is a sphere in Euclidean space R3 centered at the origin, the geographical coordinate
system is defined in terms of the standard cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) by the relations



r







=

q

x2 + y 2 + z 2

= r cos φ cos λ
z
φ = arctan √ 2
y = r cos φ sin λ
x + y 2 ⇐⇒ 








z = r sin φ.

y


λ = arctan
x
The coordinates φ and λ are called latitude and longitude. Instead of working with the radial
coordinate r, it will often be convenient to introduce the height (or perhaps more accurately,
depth) coordinate, defined by
z = r − R,
!



x
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where R = 6371 km is the average Earth’s radius. The coordinate basis associated to the
coordinates (z, φ, λ) is obtained in terms of the Cartesian basis by taking the Jacobian of the
transformation, yielding
∂
=
∂z

cos φ cos λ

∂
∂
∂
+ cos φ sin λ
+ sin φ
∂x
∂y
∂z

∂
∂
∂
∂
= −r sin φ cos λ
− r sin φ sin λ
+ r cos φ
∂φ
∂x
∂y
∂z

(3.1)

∂
∂
∂
= −r cos φ sin λ
+ r cos φ cos λ .
∂λ
∂x
∂y
The metric tensor in this basis is expressed as
1 0
0

0 
g = 0 r 2
,
2
2
0 0 r cos φ




so the coordinate basis is orthogonal but not orthonormal. We introduce an orthonormal
noncoordinate basis {ez , eφ , eλ } by dividing each basis vector by the corresponding scale
factor hi = k∂i k:
1 ∂
1
∂
∂
eφ =
eλ =
.
(3.2)
ez =
∂z
r ∂φ
r cos φ ∂λ
The components (U, V, W ) are the components of the velocity field in precisely this basis:
v = U eλ + V eφ + W ez .

(3.3)

The expression of the divergence of a vector field A in an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate
system (q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) is
∇·A=

1 ∂h2 h3 A1
1 ∂h1 h3 A2
1 ∂h1 h2 A3
+
+
,
1
2
h1 h2 h3 ∂q
h1 h2 h3 ∂q
h1 h2 h3 ∂q 3

where as before hi = k∂qi k are the scale factors. Hence, in geographical coordinates the
incompressibility equation ∇ · v = 0 reads
1 ∂r2 W
1 ∂V cos φ
1 ∂U
+
+
.
0= 2
r ∂z
r cos φ ∂φ
r cos φ ∂λ
In the thin shell approximation we consider r ≈ R, so the equation above may be rewritten
as
!
∂W
1
∂V cos φ ∂U
=−
+
=: χ(z, φ, λ),
(3.4)
∂z
R cos φ
∂φ
∂λ
where we have defined the quantity χ as the horizontal divergence. The vertical velocity can
be obtained by integrating the equation above by imposing the natural boundary condition
that W be 0 on the seabed. If we denote by H = H(φ, λ) the depth of the seabed, the boundary condition becomes W (H(φ, λ), φ, λ) = 0 and thus we obtain the following expression for
the vertical velocity,
Z z
W (z, φ, λ) = −
χ(ze, φ, λ)dze.
(3.5)
H(φ,λ)
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The implementation. According to the manual of the NEMO model [32] and the indications provided by the CMEMS service [33], some things must be taken into account in the
calculation of the vertical velocities. Specifically, the flow is incompressible only when using
the NEMO formalism and conventions. This amounts to the following remarks:
• Calculations must be performed the thin shell approximation (this is already taken into
account in formula (3.4)).
• The derivatives must be computed using the centered finite differences scheme.
• The derivatives of the scale factors must be computed numerically, not analytically.
The code for the implementation has been written in Fortran 90 and consists of two steps:
the calculation of the horizontal divergence and the vertical integration. The code is included
in the appendix.
Before we proceed, we introduce some notation. The domain of definition of our velocity
field and hence the range of the coordinates is
Ω = [−5727.917 m, −0.494 m] × [−90◦ , +90◦ ] × [−180 ◦ , +180 ◦ ],
The horizontal coordinates (φ and λ) are uniformly spaced every 1/12◦ , and there are 50
z-levels of varying spacing. We denote by
(zn , φm , λl ),

n ∈ {0, . . . , Nz }, m ∈ {0, . . . , Nφ }, l ∈ {0, . . . , Nλ }

each of the points in the grid, with z0 = −5727.917 m, φ0 = −180◦ and λ0 = −90◦ . For our
datasets, Nz = 50, Nφ = 2041 and Nλ = 4320. By the periodicity of λ, it is convenient to
define
λ−1 = λNλ ,
and similarly,

λNλ +1 = λ0 .

Points in the grid that correspond to water (i.e., where the velocity field is defined) will
be called water points, and points that correspond to land (i.e., where the velocity field is
undefined) will be called land points. In the data files, the land points are represented by
a fill value in the V and U variables, which may act as a mask.
Calculation of χ. The first approach to the calculation of the horizontal divergence is a
straightforward discretization of formula (3.4). In each z-level, we call water points that are
surrounded (in the horizontal directions) by water points interior points, and we call those
which are not boundary points. For each point (zn , φm , λl ) of the grid we set
V ± = V (zn , φm±1 , λl ),

V 0 = V (zn , φm , λl ),

U ± = U (zn , φm , λl±1 ),

U 0 = U (zn , φm , λl ),

φ± = φm±1 ,

φ0 = φm .
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If (zn , φm , λl ) is an interior point, we have
∂V cos φ
V + cos φ+ − V − cos φ−
=
∂φ
2h
and

U+ − U−
∂U
=
.
∂λ
2h
where h is the horizontal spacing of the grid (h = 1/12◦ ).
If (zn , φm , λl ) is a boundary point we have two options:
1. We set the velocity field to 0 in all land points and use the centered differences scheme
as before, without distinction between interior and boundary points.
2. We switch the centered difference for forward or backward differences if possible, and
set χ(zn , φm , λl ) = 0 otherwise. We say that forward or backward difference schemes
are possible at a water point (zn , φm , λl ) if either V + or V − are defined (or, equivalently,
the same conditions with U instead of V ). For example, if V + is defined but V − is not,
we set
V + cos φ+ − V 0 cos φ0
∂V cos φ
=
∂φ
h
and
If neither V + nor V −

U+ − U0
∂U
=
.
∂λ
h
is defined, we leave χ(zn , φm , λl ) undefined.

In land points, χ is undefined.
Initially, we chose the latter option. This is because the first option, even though it is
simpler to implement, introduces some arbitrary choices. On the one hand, strictly speaking,
from a mathematical point of view the velocity field is not 0 at land points, it is undefined. On
the other hand, even at the precise boundary between water and land the horizontal velocity
need not be 0 (slip boundary conditions); only the component of v normal to the boundary
is 0. Calculating the normal vector to the bathymetry would be extremely complicated and
inaccurate; at certain points, like underwater peaks represented by a single column of land
points in the grid, it would even be impossible.
Calculation of W . Once we have calculated the horizontal divergence, we need to implement formula (3.5). The simplest approach, which is the one that we have chosen, is to apply
the trapeziums rule to perform the integration. For each fixed φm and λl , the bathymetry
H(φm , λl ) is chosen as the first z-level at which the velocity field is defined. That is,
H(φm , λl ) = zn∗ ⇐⇒ v(zn , φm , λl ) is undefined for n < n∗ .
We set W (zn∗ , φm , λl ) = 0 and proceed recursively for n > n∗ :
W (zn , φm , λl ) = W (zn−1 , φm , λl ) −

1
[χ(zn−1 , φm , λl ) + χ(zn , φm , λl )] (zn−1 − zn ).
2
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Remarks on the storage of W . The grid in our datasets contains over 440 million points.
In order to reduce the amount of memory occupied by the data, the values of V and U are
given in the short integer type (16 bits) and have to be multiplied by a given scale factor
(which is the same for both V and U ). To minimize errors, all calculations have been made
using the integer values of the velocity field; that is, without multiplying by the scale factor.
Moreover, since the Earth’s radius is extremely large compared to the variations in the
velocity field, the vertical velocity, W , is several orders of magnitude smaller than U and V .
Therefore, to reduce numerical errors we have multiplied equation (3.4) by R and integrated
the quantity Rχ instead of χ. The division by R should be made only after integrating.
The calculations for the horizontal divergence and the vertical velocities are stored in
double precision (64 bits) variables. To reduce the amount of space occupied by the W
variable, we have converted the values to float precision (32 bits). Moreover, instead of
dividing by R after integrating, we have incorporated the R factor into a scale factor for W :
fW =

1
fU V .
R

Here, fW is the scale factor of W and fU V is the scale factor of U and V .

3.3

Issues encountered

After implementing the method described in the previous section to calculate W , we have
found that the resulting W is very rough and irregular, which makes it undesirable to study
and understand the important features of the ocean circulation.

Figure 3.1: The figure displays the values of the vertical velocity (W , red line) and the
meridional component (V , black line) across latitudinal and longitudinal sections of width
10◦ . The sections correspond to λ = −62.33◦ and φ = 38.33◦ . Both correspond to the surface
level in the grid (z = −0.494 m).
Figure 3.1 displays the variation of V and of the calculated W across 10◦ sections at
the surface level. It is evident that the W obtained is noisy and experiences even dramatic
changes much more frequently in space than it should, from a physical point of view. In the
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same figure it is seen that the behaviour of V (and that of U , even though it is not displayed
on the figure) is more or less smooth. However, upon differentiation one loses regularity of
the data: the calculated values of χ are very noisy, as can be seen in Figure 3.2. This results
in irregular and noisy values of W , as we have seen.

Figure 3.2: The figure displays the values of the horizontal velocities, V (red line, left) and U
(red line, right), in latitudinal and longitudinal sections respectively, and the corresponding
derivatives (blue line), both in arbitrary units (without multiplying by the scale factor). The
sections correspond to λ = −62.33◦ and φ = 38.33◦ . Both correspond to a depth of z = −6.44
m.
Improvement of the method. A straightforward idea that one may have is to smoothen
the values of W obtained, using some kind of filter or local regressions. However, this
approach is not acceptable, as the resulting velocity field v = (U, V, W ) would loose the
desirable property of incompressibility. Therefore, as we have seen, to obtain a smoother W
it is necessary to refine the method with which the partial derivatives in χ are calculated.
We have proposed and tested two different approaches.
The interpolation method. The first idea is a simple modification of the method described in the previous section, which from now on we will refer to as ‘basic method’. Notice
that in the basic method the derivatives are calculated from a linear interpolation of the velocities V and U . A possibility to improve the regularity of χ (and therefore also of W ) is to use
a smoother interpolator for V and U , and calculate the derivatives from that interpolation.
The procedure is summarized as follows:
1. For each z-level in the grid, construct a 2D interpolation for each component, V and
U , which we denote by Vinterp and Uinterp .
2. Compute the derivatives at each point in the grid by using centered differences on the
interpolation. That is,
Vinterp (zn , φm + ε, λl ) cos(φm + ε) − Vinterp (zn , φm − ε, λl ) cos(φm − ε)
∂V cos φ
=
,
∂φ
2ε
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and

∂U
Uinterp (zn , φm , λl + ε) − Uinterp (zn , φm , λl − ε)
=
,
∂λ
2ε
where ε > 0 is a small positive quantity.
3. Proceed to calculate W as in the basic method.

Figure 3.3: The figure displays the same information as in Figure 3.2 using cubic spline
interpolation for the calculation of the derivatives. The red line corresponds to the values of
V and U and the blue line to their derivatives. The dashed grey line is plotted for comparison
and corresponds to the derivative obtained using linear interpolation (the basic method), as
in Figure 3.2.
We have tried this approach with a cubic spline interpolation implemented by means of
the interp2 function in MATLAB, with ε = 10−4◦ . As Figure 3.2 shows, this approach is insufficient for our purposes: the newly calculated derivatives are very similar to those obtained
with the basic method, often with even larger oscillations. Even though from a mathematical
point of view the derivatives are smoother (indeed, the splines interpolation is C 2 and thus
the derivatives are C 1 ), from a physical perspective the result is the same: the obtained χ
oscillates a lot and very rapidly. This is because the spline and linear interpolations of V
and U are very close (compare the plots of V and U in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3), and the
spline interpolation only adds some curvature between grid points. This leads us to believe
that the problem might be the data for V and U itself, and not the interpolation.
The smoothing method. In the light of the previous results, it becomes apparent that
to obtain a smoother χ, it is necessary to smoothen the horizontal velocities, V and U , so
that the partial derivatives have a more regular behaviour. Arguably the simplest way to
achieve this, which is the one we have chosen, is to take a moving average of V and U : the
value of V (resp. U ) at a point (zn , φm , λl ) is replaced by the average value of V (resp. U )
in a certain neighbourhood of the point. This is equivalent to making a discrete convolution
of V (resp. U ) with a uniform distribution density function (a square function). We have
chosen to do so in the following way.
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Since the partial derivatives are taken only in the horizontal directions (φ and λ), the
convolution is only made in these directions: the averaging process takes place in each z-level
separately. The convolution (or moving average) is made in a moving window which we
denote
D = [−ωφ , +ωφ ] × [−ωλ , +ωλ ].
The corresponding uniform distribution density function is then
fD (φ, λ)dφdλ =

1
dφdλ,
|D|

where |D| is the area (measure) of D. In discrete form, the convolution V ∗ fD can be written
as
+nφ
X +n
Xλ
1
V (n, m + i, l + j),
(V ∗ fD )(n, m, l) =
4nφ nλ i=−nφ j=−nλ
where we have defined
nφ =

ωφ
,
h

nλ =

ωλ
,
h

where, we recall, h is the spacing of the grid (h = 12◦ ).

Figure 3.4: The figure displays the values of the horizontal velocity V (first row), of the
cos φ
derivative ∂V ∂φ
(second row), both in arbitrary units, and of the vertical velocity W (third
row), in m/s, along a longitudinal section with λ = −62.33◦ for different iterations of the
averaging algorithm. For the W row, the values obtained from the unaveraged fields (black
line) should be read on the right axis. The left column corresponds to the averages taking
the 0 value at land points, and the right column corresponds to the averages excluding land
points. The sections correspond to a depth of z = −6.44 m.
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It is necessary to decide what to do at boundary points. We have two options: either we
set the velocity field to 0 at land points and take the average as above, counting the 0 values,
or we exclude the land points from the procedure and take the average of a smaller number
of points. The two options have advantages and disadvantages: on the one hand, averaging
with 0 values smoothens the transition of the values of V and U from water to land, and so
the derivatives (possibly) change less abruptly. On the other hand, by averaging with 0 we
are imposing an artificial no-slip boundary condition on the velocity field, which may affect
our conclusions later on. Here we present the results obtained from both possibilities:
The results are rather unsatisfactory. The smoothing of the horizontal velocity field does
reduce the noise and oscillation of W (see Figure 3.4), and the values obtained are generally
one or two orders of magnitude smaller than those obtained with the unaveraged field, but are
still far greater than the values typically observed in the ocean (which are mostly of the order
of 10−6 or 10−7 m/s). Moreover, the problem of spikes persists (although the averaging-with-0
method does indeed reduce them), and it seems that it is unavoidable unless the integration
procedure is changed. Indeed, the spikes are a result of the discontinuity of the derivatives.

3.4

The ECCO data

Since the role of vertical transport in the processes that we are aiming to study are very
relevant, it is important to have reliable and realistic data for the vertical velocities. As
we have seen in the previous sections, calculation of the vertical velocities from the gridded
horizontal velocity field is not a trivial task, and for the methods and techniques available to
us at the moment, it results in noisy values of W . Therefore, we have deemed appropriate to
change the data that we will use for our analysis for one which provides the vertical velocities.
The data that we will be using is the ECCO Version 4 Release 4 (V4r4) product, freely
available upon registration at [34]. ECCO (Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the
Ocean) is a scientific enterprise established in 1999 aiming to produce a quantitative description of the state of the global ocean. It is funded by the NASA and it gathers international
scientists from a variety of institutions. The ECCO V4r4 contains data about the state of
the ocean in a time period ranging from 1992 to 2017. The data is based on the solution of a
general circulation model (MITgcm, developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
[35]) and it incorporates a wide range of satellite and in situ observational data [36], [37].
In the model, the Earth is covered by 12 tiles of 270 × 90 points plus an Arctic cap of
90 × 90 in which the model is solved. Then, the fields are interpolated to a regular grid with
a horizontal spacing of 0.5◦ , and 50 non equally spaced levels of depth ranging from −5 m
to −5906 m. As before, the data is provided in the form of netCDF filed. The resolution
of the ECCO V4r4 is 6 times worse than that of the CMEMS product (Section 3.1), but we
have seen that it is sufficient for our purposes, as we are interested in studying large-scale
phenomena. It is more important for us to have reliable values in the vertical velocities than
very high resolution in the horizontal directions.
As in the case of the CMEMS data, we have considered an averaged velocity field. The
ECCO V4r4 product provides monthly averaged data, and we have constructed a new dataset
by considering a 10 year summer average, including the months of June, July and August
from 1992 to 2001.

Chapter 4
Results
4.1

Implementation and method

Once the model has been set up, it is necessary to implement an integrator to compute the
trajectories of the velocity field (U, V, W ). According to equations (3.2) and (3.3), we must
solve the following system of ODEs:
U (z, φ, λ)
,
R cos φ
V (z, φ, λ)

φ̇ =
,



R



ż = W (z, φ, λ).




λ̇





=

However, working with the geographical coordinates has some inconveniences. Namely,
these coordinates have a singularity at the North and South poles, and moreover, it is more
complicated to calculate the arclengths of the trajectories. Therefore, to perform all integrations we will work in cartesian coordinates. Using the transformation (3.1), the system
above becomes


ẋ = W cos λ cos φ − U sin λ − V cos λ sin φ,


ẏ = W sin λ cos φ + U cos λ − V sin λ sin φ,



ż = W sin φ + V cos φ.
For these calculations we have used MATLAB, due to two reasons: because this way we
have been able to recycle and adapt old code provided by Prof. Mancho and Prof. Curbelo,
and because MATLAB’s interpolators have been observed to be much faster (and easier to
implement) than other options like Fortran. Another advantage of MATLAB is that it allows
to perform the integration of a whole grid of points at once (it supports vectorization), instead
of looping through the different points.
Next we describe the structure of the code used to integrate a set of trajectories in each
velocity field. The code can be found in the appendix.
1. Read the variables from the netCDF dataset, impose the periodicity of the velocity
field and convert the velocities to km/day.
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2. Construct a 3D interpolator for each velocity component. We have used MATLAB’s
griddedInterpolant function, with the linear scheme.
3. Choose the integration timestep, δt. We have used δt = 1 hour.
4. Read the set of initial conditions (in geographical coordinates) and convert them to
cartesian coordinates.
5. Evolve the initial conditions according to the ODE integrator of choice taking into
account that the integration is carried out in cartesian coordinates, but the interpolation
is done in geographical coordinates.
For the integration we have used the Cash-Karp method with fixed stepsize, which provides estimates accurate to 5th order. Even though other Runge-Kutta methods of 4th and
5th order are available as native MATLAB functions, these are not vectorized: they do not
support the integration of arrays of initial conditions for differential equations in dimensions
higher than 1. Programming the method sepparately allows to perform integration of arrays
of initial conditions, which results in a much faster performance. All calculations presented
in this manuscript have been performed in the Lovelace cluster, integrated by 32 general
computing nodes, a Xeon Phi processor, two GPGPU nodes and three nodes with high RAM
capacity. It is located at the Institute of Mathematical Sciences (ICMAT) in Madrid (more
information is available in [38]).
Once the trajectory is calculated it is very easy to implement the computation of the M
function. Here we will use the ‘standard’ Lagrangian descriptor with the Euclidean arclength
(Definition 2.4). Let us denote by γ(t) the trajectory of an initial condition x0 . Since the
vector field considered is autonomous, t0 = 0. Then,
M (τ, 0, x0 ) =

Z τ
−τ

kγ̇(t)k2 dt,

where k·k2 is the standard Euclidean norm. Since the trajectories are known only at a finite
number of points, it is necessary to construct a curve interpolating these points in order to
perform the integration. We have chosen the simplest method, which is linear interpolation.
Let us denote by ti the points in time at which the trajectory is known (ti ∈ [t0 − τ, t0 + τ ],
i = 1, . . . , n). Then,
M (τ, 0, x0 ) =

n−1
X

kγ(ti+1 ) − γ(ti )k2 .

i=1

Even though linear interpolations are not the best option (MATLAB offers several other
interpolators with higher degrees of regularity), all the other more regular options require a
very large amount of memory. Given the large datasets with which we are working and the
long integration periods that we will be using, this would be completely impractiable. On
the other hand, note that the integration timestep is farily small in comparison to the typical
timescales of the processes that we are studying. The typical values of the water velocity are
of the order of at most 1 m/s. The grid has a spacing of 1/2◦ , which corresponds to around
300 km. This gives a timescale of
300000 m
∼ 80 h  δt = 1 h.
1 m/s
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Hence, using linear interpolations, even though it may not be the best option, is still reasonable.

4.2

Results and analysis

The region that we have selected for our analysis is located at 47◦ N a few kilometers off
the coast of Newfoundland, in a region known as Flemish cap (see Figure 1.1). We have
chosen this particular location because it is known to be a zone of interaction between many
of the major components of the AMOC: the Labrador Current, the North Atlantic Current
and the Gulf Stream, and the North Atlantic Deep Waters, whose main pathway is the Deep
Western Boundary Current. Moreover, it located within a region known as the “transition
zone”, which has been suggested to be central to the understanding of the decadal AMOC
variability [8]. Therefore, we expect this region to provide some insight in the interaction
between the transport pathways in the AMOC and, in future investigations, to analyse
possible seasonal and decadal variations in the observed characteristics.
In Chapter 2 we argued that in elliptic regions the contour plots of M are smooth. The
features that we are trying to identify (the currents integrating the AMOC) are relatively
coherent water ‘jets’, and hence they should be classified as elliptic. However, as we argued,
real water streams are only elliptic for short integration times: when the integration time
is long enough, one observes that these are not really impenetrable invariant structures:
the current may split into other smaller currents, it may merge or receive water from other
sources, etc. These features will show up in the plots of M as hyperbolic traits, which will
serve as a guide in identifying the different transport pathways and how they are related.
Hence, the Lagrangian descriptors will serve as a guide in the exploration of the phase space
(which, in this case, is the Earth’s ocean).
We have calculated the M function in a latitudinal plane located at 47◦ N, the longitudes ranging from 45◦ W to 38◦ W. Since the deep and surface currents have very different
timescales (the deep waters are much slower than the surface currents), we must analyse them
separately. Therefore we split the plane considered into two: a shallow section corresponding
to depths ranging between -1.8 km and the surface, and a deep section for depths ranging
between -3.7 and -0.77 km. The shallow section is transversal to the LC and the NAC, and
includes the top part of the DWBC. The deep section is transversal to the DWBC.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the evolution of the M function in the shallow and deep section
as a function of τ . In these figures one can see how the coherent jet-like elliptic structure
eventually breaks down into smaller domains, hence showing that fluid parcels there see
hyperbolicity for large values of τ . This is most clear in Figure 4.1 comparing, for example,
the structure in the upper-right quadrant of the panels (which we identify with the NAC as
we will see later) in the panels corresponding to τ = 300 and τ = 2000 days. Conversely,
in Figure 4.2 the structure appearing in inside the jet-like feature (which we identify with
the DWBC) is not nearly as rich, and the main hyperbolic features appear in the upper
half of the panels, near the boundary with the more shallow currents. This is in agreement
with the slower movement of the deep waters. Moreover, comparison with the plot of the V
component of the velocity field shows how difficult it can be to infer the transport properties
from Eulerian information.
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Figure 4.1: Top left: V component of the velocity field in the shallow section. Rest of the
figure: evolution of the M function as a function of τ for the region considered. Darker
colours correspond to shorter trajectories, while clearer colours correspond to longer ones.
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Figure 4.2: Top left: V component of the velocity field in the deep section. The white
rectangle in the bottom left corner of the panel corresponds to land points. Rest of the
figure: evolution of the M function as a function of τ for the region considered. Darker
colours correspond to shorter trajectories, while clearer colours correspond to longer ones.
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At this point it is worth to remind ourselves that the Lagrangian descriptors act as a
guide to explore the phase space and identify the relevant structures. The structure of the M
function is extremely rich, and not all these features will be significant to us: neighbouring
trajectories in real systems can (and do) undergo endless minor changes which are reflected
in the plots of the M function. However, we expect that the relevant features that identify
the large-scale structure of the AMOC are indeed present in the contours of M .
Now we will proceed with the analysis of the cross sections presented before. We begin
the analysis with the more shallow section. Since there are many AMOC components present
in this region and the structure is very rich, we will analyse it by parts: the upper left region,
with longitudes ranging from 45◦ W to 42◦ W; the middle region, consisting of darker tones in
the M plots, comprised between 42◦ W and 40.5◦ W; and the right region, with the clearest
colours, in the range of longitudes 40.5◦ W to 38◦ W. Since the shallow region has a shorter
timescale than the deeper region, an integration time of τ = 1200 days is enough to observe
interesting structure.
The left region. This region is enclosed between land (at 45◦ W) and a dark, vertical
feature of the M function, located roughly at 42◦ W (see Figure 4.3). The M function has
a distinctive structure of two ‘blobs’ that are intertwined together, consisting of a clearer
coloured region, in the left half of the region (red, yellow, black and orange dots in 4.3), and
a darker, filament-like structure in the right half (blue, green, cyan and magenta dots in 4.3).
These regions are characterized by the place where the trajectories come from: the right
region identifies trajectories that come from the Baffin Bay, west of Greenland, following the
Labrador Current. The left region, on the contrary, corresponds to trajectories coming from
within the subpolar gyre, as can be seen in Figure 4.4. These trajectories sink in the Irminger
Sea, between the coasts of Iceland and Greenland, and eventually join the NADW and the
DWBC.
The notorious dark feature lying just above the green particle in Figure 4.3 indicates
the bifurcation of the trajectories at around 60◦ N, 30◦ W (see green and blue trajectories in
Figure 4.4). A much fainter feature, lying just below the red particle indicates the bifurcation
of the trajectories at 65◦ N, 15◦ W (blue and red trajectories): it separates those trajectories
that return to the gyre circulation from those which follow the NAC towards the Norwegian
sea.
The middle region. This region is delimited by the eastern boundary of the right half
of the left region discussed before, at a longitude of roughly 42◦ W, and the clearer features
starting to appear at around 40.5◦ W (Figure 4.5). We remark how the notorious dark feature
discussed earlier is present in this region (compare the blue and cyan trajectories in 4.6), and
the less evident but very important dark line corresponding to the bifurcation of the NAC off
the Icelandic coast (red and green trajectories). A remarkable characteristic of this region is
that it identifies an upwelling of deep waters, at around 37◦ N, 70◦ W, a few kilometers off the
coast of the United States, and also 44◦ N, 53◦ W, near the Grand Banks of Newfoundland,
which join the subpolar gyre and the NAC. This is an important observation, as it indicates
the presence of vertical mixing and transport between the shallow and deep branches of the
AMOC, which was supposed to occur mainly in the southern ocean.
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Figure 4.3: Contours of the M function in the shallow region for τ = 1200 days. The coloured
points indicate the position of the initial conditions of trajectories in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: 3D visualization of the trajectories from the initial conditions indicated in Figure
4.3. Latitude and longitude are in degrees, and depth is in kilometers. The initial conditions
are indicated by black dots. Each trajectory has been integrated for 1200 days in forward
time, and 1200 days in backward time. The direction of movement is anticlockwise.
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Figure 4.5: Contours of the M function in the shallow region for τ = 1200 days. The coloured
points indicate the position of the initial conditions of trajectories in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: 3D visualization of the trajectories from the initial conditions indicated in Figure
4.5. Latitude and longitude are in degrees, and depth is in kilometers. The initial conditions
are indicated by black dots. Each trajectory has been integrated for 1200 days in forward
time, and 1200 days in backward time. The direction of movement is northward.
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The right region. This is the rightmost region in the shallow section, comprised between
40.5◦ W and 38◦ W. It is also the one that shows the richest structure at an earliest stage,
which is to be expected given that it corresponds to the fastest moving waters (the NAC).
The rich structure accounts for the several branches that emerge from the NAC as it advances
northwards. This is a perfect example of how a structure may be coherent only in a certain
region of spacetime: for long integration times, the NAC loses its elliptic traits and hyperbolic
features arise.
As important traits, we remak the vertical feature at around 40.5◦ W, separating the
black and orange trajectories (Figure 4.7), which is the boundary between the middle region
discussed before, of upwelled deep waters, and the trajectories coming from the Caribbean
Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. The dark feature found just above the black particle in 4.7 is
the same dark line discussed in the left and middle regions, separating the trajectories that
rejoin the subpolar gyre (orange, black) and those which continue in the NAC (green, blue,
yellow and cyan). Those which join the gyre sink in the Irminger Sea, between the coasts
of Iceland and Greenland (Figure 4.8). We also note the presence of an elongated section
within the region corresponding to the trajectories following the NAC, consisting of particles
which sink near the Faroe Islands (magenta trajectory in Figures 4.7 and 4.8) and then join
the subpolar gyre and join the NADW. It is interesting to note that these trajectories sink
considerably deeper than those observed in the left region.
The deep section. Now we will proceed with the deeper region of the sections. Since deep
waters move much slower than the shallow water, longer integration times will be required.
We have set τ = 2000 days, and even so, the structure is far less rich than in the shallow
waters. The region of most interest to us will be the boundary between the shallow and deep
waters, in a range of depths of −1 to −1.8 km. We remark that the dark colours on the left
side of Figure 4.9 are due to particles reaching land. Since the velocity field is interpolated
from a discrete grid, some particles may reach points in which the velocity field is 0 (i.e., land
points) and hence the value of M for that initial condition will not increase as τ increases.
Figure 4.9 displays remarkable features. Note the existence of a sharp, dark feature
crossing the plot diagonally, which forms a perfectly distinguishable spiral at longitude 44◦
W and depth −1 km approximately. This line separates the black and magenta particles,
and the green and red ones, and it divides the region into two halves: the one containing the
black and red particles corresponds to trajectories that follow the DWBC in positive time,
while the region located on the other side (containing the magenta and green particles, but
also the blue one) contains trajectories that continue within the subpolar gyre.
Another distinguishable trait is the light-coloured region located roughly at −44◦ and
depth −1.4 km (orange particle in Figure 4.9). This region corresponds to trajectories that
are upwelled south of the Grand Banks and join the surface currents, as observed in the
middle region of the shallow section. Moreover, note in Figure 4.10 that the yellow and
orange trajectories follow almost identical paths: the distinguished feature is in fact the
lower branch of this overturning current. Finally, we note that the clear region in the top
right corner of Figure 4.9 corresponds to trajectories in the Gulf Stream.
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Figure 4.7: Contours of the M function in the shallow region for τ = 1200 days. The coloured
points indicate the position of the initial conditions of trajectories in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: 3D visualization of the trajectories from the initial conditions indicated in Figure
4.7. Latitude and longitude are in degrees, and depth is in kilometers. The initial conditions
are indicated by black dots. Each trajectory has been integrated for 1200 days in forward
time, and 1200 days in backward time. The direction of movement is northward.
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Figure 4.9: Contours of the M function in the shallow region for τ = 2000 days. The coloured
points indicate the position of the initial conditions of trajectories in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: 3D visualization of the trajectories from the initial conditions indicated in Figure
4.9. Latitude and longitude are in degrees, and depth is in kilometers. The initial conditions
are indicated by black dots. Each trajectory has been integrated for 2000 days in forward
time, and 2000 days in backward time. The direction of movement is southward for all
particles, except the cyan trajectory, which moves northward.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this master thesis we have introduced the dynamical systems’ approach to Lagrangian
transport in fluids. We have introduced the notion of LCS and have explained and compared
some of the theoretical and computational methods available for the detection of LCS in
real flows. In particular, we have described the theoretical and practical aspects behind
Lagrangian descriptors, a tool very simple to implement but offering very powerful results.
The object of our study has been the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC),
an integrated system of currents and transport pathways in the Atlantic Ocean which plays
a major role in global climate. We have studied a region of the ocean off the coast of Newfoundland, at 47◦ N, which has been pointed out as especially relevant for the study of the
AMOC. With the help of Lagrangian descriptors, we have successfully identified the major
components of the AMOC and their interactions. We have confirmed some well-known pathways and have observed some others which are new. In particular, we have observed the
interaction between the DWBC and the NAC in regions of upwelling of deep waters near the
coast of the United States and South of the Grand Banks of Newfoundland.
This study is still ongoing, and in future research we expect to analyse the seasonal and
interdecadal variability of the traits identified here by comparing these results with those
corresponding to the velocity field averaged over the last decade. The results are expected
to be published in a paper in the future.
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Appendix A
Code
A.1

Calculation of the vertical velocities

In this section we provide the code used to calculate the vertical velocities for the CMEMS
dataset. The code is written in Fortran 90.
NB: In this code, the z variable is changed in sign with respect to the definition given in
Section 3.2. That is, here we have
z = R − r.
As a consequence, the W that we obtain with this code will need to be changed in sign to
conver it to the z coordinate defined in Section 3.2. This change in convention is due to the
fact that the netCDF files obtained from CMEMS are written in this way, with z1 being the
surface and z50 the deepest level.
1
2
3

program compute_vz
use netcdf
implicit none

4
5
6
7

! This is the name of the data file we will read .
character ( len = *) , parameter :: FILE_NAME = " period_2 /&
averages / winter - average -08 -18 - whole_globe . nc "

8
9
10
11
12

! This is the name of the data file where we will
! write the calculations .
character ( len = *) , parameter :: OUTNAME = " period_2 /&
averages / winter - average -08 -18 - whole_globe_with_w . nc "

13
14
15

integer :: ncid
! Dimensions of the data

16
17

18
19

integer , parameter :: NLONS = 4320 , NLATS = 2041 , NZ = 50 , NT
= 1
integer , parameter :: NDIMS = 4
! Coordinate variables
55

56
20
21
22
23

real (8)
real (8)
integer
integer

APPENDIX A. CODE
::
::
::
::

lats ( NLATS ) , lons ( NLONS ) , depth ( NZ )
step_lat , step_lon
lat_dimid , lon_dimid , depth_dimid , time_dimid
lat_varid , lon_varid , depth_varid

24
25
26

! Size of the step in the grid and scale factors
real (8) :: h_hor , scale_V , scale_U , scale_W

27
28
29
30
31

! Velocity variables
integer , allocatable :: V (: ,: ,: ,:) , U (: ,: ,: ,:)
integer :: FILL_V , FILL_U
integer :: v_varid , u_varid

32
33
34
35
36

! Variables
real (8) ::
real (8) ::
integer ::

for the calculation of the horizontal gradient and W
dV , dU
VP , VM , V0 , UP , UM , U0 , PHP , PHM , PH0
FILL_DIV

37
38
39
40

real (8) , allocatable :: W (: ,: ,: ,:) , DIV_HOR (: ,: ,: ,:)
integer :: FILL_W
integer :: DIMIDS ( NDIMS ) , w_varid

41
42
43

! Loop indices
integer lat , lon , z

44
45
46
47
48

! Other parameters
real (8) , parameter :: R = 6371 d3
real (8) :: pi = 4 d0 * atan (1 d0 )
! ______________________________________________________________

49
50
51
52
53
54

allocate ( V ( NLONS , NLATS , NZ , NT ) )
allocate ( U ( NLONS , NLATS , NZ , NT ) )
allocate ( W ( NLONS , NLATS , NZ , NT ) )
allocate ( DIV_HOR ( NLONS , NLATS , NZ , NT ) )

55
56
57
58
59
60

! **************************************************************
! **************************************************************
! Get data from netCDF file
! **************************************************************
! **************************************************************

61
62

63

! Open the file . NF90_NOWRITE tells netCDF we want read - only
access to
! the file .
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64

57

call check ( nf90_open ( FILE_NAME , NF90_NOWRITE , ncid ) )

65
66
67
68
69
70
71

! Get the id of the variables
call check ( nf90_inq_dimid ( ncid ,
call check ( nf90_inq_dimid ( ncid ,
call check ( nf90_inq_dimid ( ncid ,
call check ( nf90_inq_dimid ( ncid ,

" latitude " , lat_dimid ) )
" longitude " , lon_dimid ) )
" depth " , depth_dimid ) )
" time " , time_dimid ) )

call
call
call
call
call

" latitude " , lat_varid ) )
" longitude " , lon_varid ) )
" vo " , v_varid ) )
" uo " , u_varid ) )
" depth " , depth_varid ) )

72
73
74
75
76
77

check (
check (
check (
check (
check (

nf90_inq_varid ( ncid ,
nf90_inq_varid ( ncid ,
nf90_inq_varid ( ncid ,
nf90_inq_varid ( ncid ,
nf90_inq_varid ( ncid ,

78
79
80
81

! Get the spacing of the grid
call check ( nf90_get_att ( ncid , lat_varid , " step " , step_lat ) )
call check ( nf90_get_att ( ncid , lon_varid , " step " , step_lon ) )

82
83
84
85
86

if ( abs ( step_lat - step_lon ) . gt .1 e -4) then
print * , " *** Steps are not equal . "
print * , step_lon , step_lat
end if

87
88
89

! Convert the grid spacing to radians
h_hor = step_lat * pi /180.

90
91
92
93
94
95

! Get the fill values of V and U
call check ( nf90_get_att ( ncid , v_varid , " _FillValue " , FILL_V ) )
call check ( nf90_get_att ( ncid , u_varid , " _FillValue " , FILL_U ) )
FILL_DIV = FILL_V
FILL_W = FILL_V

96
97
98

99

100

! Get the scale factors of V and U
call check ( nf90_get_att ( ncid , v_varid , " scale_factor " ,
scale_V ) )
call check ( nf90_get_att ( ncid , u_varid , " scale_factor " ,
scale_U ) )
if ( abs ( scale_U - scale_V ) . gt .1 e -4) print * , " *** Scale factor
are not equal . "

101
102
103
104
105

! Read the variables
call check ( nf90_get_var ( ncid , lat_varid , lats ) )
call check ( nf90_get_var ( ncid , lon_varid , lons ) )
call check ( nf90_get_var ( ncid , depth_varid , depth ) )

58
106
107
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call check ( nf90_get_var ( ncid , v_varid , V ) )
call check ( nf90_get_var ( ncid , u_varid , U ) )

108
109
110

! Close the file
call check ( nf90_close ( ncid ) )

111
112

print * , " *** SUCCESS reading the files ! "

113
114
115
116
117
118
119

! *************************************************************
! *************************************************************
! Compute the horizontal gradient
! *************************************************************
! *************************************************************

120
121
122
123
124
125
126

do z =1 , NZ
do lat =1 , NLATS
do lon =1 , NLONS
! Get the values at the point and at the neighbours
! VP and VM ( resp . UP and UM ) are defined even at
! the boundary for brevity of the code

127
128
129
130
131
132
133

VP
V0
VM
UP
U0
UM

=
=
=
=
=
=

V ( lon , min ( lat +1 , NLATS ) ,z ,1)
V ( lon , lat ,z ,1)
V ( lon , max ( lat -1 ,1) ,z ,1)
U ( min ( lon +1 , NLONS ) ,lat ,z ,1)
U ( lon , lat ,z ,1)
U ( max ( lon -1 ,1) ,lat ,z ,1)

134
135

136
137
138

! Convert latitude to radians in spherical
coordinates
PHP = lats ( min ( lat +1 , NLATS ) ) * pi /180.
PH0 = lats ( lat ) * pi /180.
PHM = lats ( max ( lat -1 ,1) ) * pi /180.

139
140

141

142
143
144
145
146
147

! Check if we are in land and if derivative is
computable
! ( i . e . we have data in a neighbourhood of the
point )
if (( V0 . eq . FILL_V ) . or .( U0 . eq . FILL_U ) &
. or .( VP . eq . FILL_V . and . VM . eq . FILL_V ) &
. or .( UP . eq . FILL_U . and . UM . eq . FILL_U ) &
. or .( lat . eq .1. and . VP . eq . FILL_V ) &
. or .( lat . eq . NLATS . and . VM . eq . FILL_V ) &
. or .( lon . eq .1. and . UP . eq . FILL_U ) &
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. or .( lon . eq . NLONS . and . UM . eq . FILL_U ) ) then

148
149

DIV_HOR ( lon , lat ,z ,1) = FILL_DIV

150
151

else
! Compute the central differences if possible
! Otherwise compute the forward / backwrd difference

152
153
154
155

! Derivative of northward velocity
if (( VP . eq . FILL_V ) . or .( lat . eq . NLATS ) ) then
dV = V0 * cos ( PH0 ) - VM * cos ( PHM )
else if (( VM . eq . FILL_V ) . or .( lat . eq .1) ) then
dV = VP * cos ( PHP ) - V0 * cos ( PH0 )
else
dV = ( VP * cos ( PHP ) - VM * cos ( PHM ) ) /2.
end if

156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

! Derivative of eastward velocity
if (( UP . eq . FILL_U ) . or .( lon . eq . NLONS ) ) then
dU = U0 - UM
else if (( UM . eq . FILL_U ) . or .( lon . eq .1) ) then
dU = UP - U0
else
dU = ( UP - UM ) /2.
end if

165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173

! Compute the horizontal divergence without
dividing by R

174

175

DIV_HOR ( lon , lat ,z ,1) = ( dV + dU ) /( cos ( PH0 ) * h_hor )
end if
end do
end do

176
177
178
179
180

end do

181
182
183
184
185
186

! **************************************************************
! **************************************************************
! Compute the vertical velocity
! **************************************************************
! **************************************************************

187
188
189
190
191

do lat =1 , NLATS
do lon =1 , NLONS
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194

195
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! Start at the seabed
z = NZ
do while
(( abs ( DIV_HOR ( lon , lat ,z ,1) - FILL_DIV ) . lt .1 e -3) . and .&
( z . ge .1) )

196
197
198
199

W ( lon , lat ,z ,1) = FILL_W
z = z -1
end do

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217

! Unless we have reached the surface , compute W
if ( z . gt .1) then
! Vertical velocity at the bottom is 0
W ( lon , lat ,z ,1) = 0
z = z - 1
! Integrate upwards
do while ( z . ge .1)
W ( lon , lat ,z ,1) = W ( lon , lat , z +1 ,1) -&
( DIV_HOR ( lon , lat , z +1 ,1) + DIV_HOR ( lon , lat ,z ,1) ) /2.*&
( depth ( z ) - depth ( z +1) )
z = z -1
end do
else if ( z . eq .1) then
W ( lon , lat ,1 ,1) = 0
end if
end do
end do

218
219
220
221
222
223
224

! **************************************************************
! **************************************************************
! Write the vertical velocity in the file
! **************************************************************
! **************************************************************

225
226
227
228
229

call system ( " nccopy " // FILE_NAME // " " // OUTNAME )
call check ( nf90_open ( OUTNAME , NF90_WRITE , ncid ) )
! call check ( nf90_inq_varid ( ncid , " wo " , w_varid ) )
call check ( nf90_redef ( ncid ) )

230
231
232

DIMIDS =(/ lon_dimid , lat_dimid , depth_dimid , time_dimid /)
call check ( nf90_def_var ( ncid , " wo " , NF90_FLOAT , DIMIDS ,
w_varid ) )

233
234

scale_W = scale_U / R
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236
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call check ( nf90_put_att ( ncid , w_varid , " scale_factor " ,
scale_W ) )
call check ( nf90_put_att ( ncid , w_varid , " _FillValue " , real (
FILL_W ) ) )

237
238

call check ( nf90_enddef ( ncid ) )

239
240

call check ( nf90_put_var ( ncid , w_varid , W ) )

241
242
243

call check ( nf90_close ( ncid ) )

244
245

print * , " *** Program ended . "

246
247
248
249

contains
subroutine check ( status )
integer , intent ( in ) :: status

250
251
252
253
254
255

if ( status /= nf90_noerr ) then
print * , trim ( nf90_strerror ( status ) )
stop " Stopped "
end if
end subroutine check

256
257

end program compute_vz

A.2

Integration of trajectories and the M function

In this section we provide the code used for the integration of the trajectories and the calculation of the M function. The code is written in MATLAB, and is adapted from a previously
existing code provided by Prof. Curbelo and Prof. Mancho.
1
2
3

% Open the netCDF file with the data
fname = ’ ECCO - summer - average -92 -01. nc ’;
ncid = netcdf . open ( fname , ’ nowrite ’) ;

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

% Read the velocity variables
%U
varid = netcdf . inqVarID ( ncid , ’ uo ’) ;
u = netcdf . getVar ( ncid , varid ) ;
scale = netcdf . getAtt ( ncid , varid , ’ scale_factor ’) ;
fill = netcdf . getAtt ( ncid , varid , ’ _FillValue ’) ;
u ( u == fill ) = 0;
u = permute (u , [2 ,1 ,3]) ; % Permute the dimensions
u = scale * double ( u ) ;
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

%V
varid = netcdf . inqVarID ( ncid , ’ vo ’) ;
v = netcdf . getVar ( ncid , varid ) ;
scale = netcdf . getAtt ( ncid , varid , ’ scale_factor ’) ;
fill = netcdf . getAtt ( ncid , varid , ’ _FillValue ’) ;
v ( v == fill ) = 0;
v = permute (v , [2 ,1 ,3]) ; % Permute the dimensions
v = scale * double ( v ) ;

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

%W
varid = netcdf . inqVarID ( ncid , ’ wo ’) ;
w = netcdf . getVar ( ncid , varid ) ;
scale = netcdf . getAtt ( ncid , varid , ’ scale_factor ’) ;
fill = netcdf . getAtt ( ncid , varid , ’ _FillValue ’) ;
w ( abs (w - fill ) <1/100) = 0;
w = permute (w , [2 ,1 ,3]) ; % Permute the dimensions
w = scale * double ( w ) ;

32
33
34
35
36

% Read the coordinate variables
% LONGITUDE
varid = netcdf . inqVarID ( ncid , ’ longitude ’) ;
long = netcdf . getVar ( ncid , varid ) ;

37
38
39
40

% LATITUDE
varid = netcdf . inqVarID ( ncid , ’ latitude ’) ;
lat = netcdf . getVar ( ncid , varid ) ;

41
42
43
44
45

46

% DEPTH
varid = netcdf . inqVarID ( ncid , ’ depth ’) ;
lev = netcdf . getVar ( ncid , varid ) ;
% The depth in the netCDF file is defined as R -r , so we need to
flip it and change the sign
lev = -1.* lev ( end : -1:1) ;

47
48

netcdf . close ( ncid )

49
50

clear ncid varid scale fill

51
52
53

54
55
56

dt = 1 / 24;
days )
R = 6371;
scale_sp = 1000;
scale_t = 24 * 60 * 60;

% Timestep for integration ( in
% Mean Earth radius ( in Km )
% Factor Km to meters
% Factor day to seconds
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57
58
59
60

long = [ long ;180]; % Extend longitude for periodicity
long = deg2rad ( long ) ;
nlong = length ( long ) ;

61
62
63
64

% Load Latitude
lat = deg2rad ( lat ) ;
nlat = length ( lat ) ;

65
66
67
68

% Load height
lev = lev ./ scale_sp ;
nz = length ( lev ) ;

% Transform to Km

69
70
71
72

aux_U = zeros ( nlat , nlong , nz ) ;
aux_V = zeros ( nlat , nlong , nz ) ;
aux_W = zeros ( nlat , nlong , nz ) ;

73
74
75
76

% Flip Up and Down ( for depth ) and impose periodicity condition
aux_U (: ,1: nlong -1 ,:) = u (: ,: , end : -1:1) ;
aux_U (: , nlong ,:) = aux_U (: ,1 ,:) ;

77
78
79

aux_V (: ,1: nlong -1 ,:) = v (: ,: , end : -1:1) ;
aux_V (: , nlong ,:) = aux_V (: ,1 ,:) ;

80
81

82

aux_W (: ,1: nlong -1 ,:) = -w (: ,: , end : -1:1) ; % Compensate the sign
in w
aux_W (: , nlong ,:) = aux_W (: ,1 ,:) ;

83
84

clear u v w

85
86
87
88
89

% Change units to Km / day
aux_U = aux_U * scale_t / scale_sp ;
aux_V = aux_V * scale_t / scale_sp ;
aux_W = aux_W * scale_t / scale_sp ;

90
91
92

% Interpolation scheme
interp_scheme = ’ linear ’;

93
94
95
96
97

% Interpolants for the three velocity components
ntx = griddedInterpolant ({ lat , long , lev } , aux_U , interp_scheme ) ;
nty = griddedInterpolant ({ lat , long , lev } , aux_V , interp_scheme ) ;
ntz = griddedInterpolant ({ lat , long , lev } , aux_W , interp_scheme ) ;

98
99
100

n1 = ’ ./ MSlices / M_accum_lat = ’;
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101
102
103
104

lat_grid = 37:0.002:39.75;
lon_grid = lons_M ( i ) ;
z_grid = 0: -0.0005: -0.7;

105
106
107

[Y , Z ] = meshgrid ( lat_grid , z_grid ) ;
X = 0* Y + lon_grid ;

108
109
110
111

aux_mesh (: ,1) = X (:) ;
aux_mesh (: ,2) = Y (:) ;
aux_mesh (: ,3) = Z (:) ;

112
113

clear lat_grid lon_grid z_grid ;

114
115
116
117
118
119

% Define cartesian mesh for M computation
[ xx , yy , zz ] = sph2cart ( deg2rad ( aux_mesh (: ,1) ) ,...
deg2rad ( aux_mesh (: ,2) ) , aux_mesh (: ,3) + R ) ;
clear aux_mesh ;
mesh = [ xx (:) yy (:) zz (:) ];

120
121
122

tau = 600;
t = 0;

123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

% Forward integration
p = mesh ;
M_fwd = 0* p (: ,1) ;
cont =1;
for t_fwd = t : dt : t + tau
[ p2 ,˜] = runge_NS ( dt , t_fwd ,p , ntx , nty , ntz , @v_atmos_3D_cart ) ;
[ THp2 , PHIp2 , Rnp2 ] = cart2sph ( p2 (: ,1) , p2 (: ,2) , p2 (: ,3) ) ;
Rnp2 ( Rnp2 > R ) = R ;
[ p2 (: ,1) , p2 (: ,2) , p2 (: ,3) ] = sph2cart ( THp2 , PHIp2 , Rnp2 ) ;
M_fwd = M_fwd + vecnorm (p - p2 ,2 ,2) ;
p = p2 ;
if mod ( t_fwd ,100) >99.999 || mod ( t_fwd ,100) <0.001
tot_M_fwd ( cont ,:) = M_fwd (:) ;
save_T ( cont ) = t_fwd ;
cont = cont +1;
end
end

141
142

clear p p2 ;

143
144
145

% Backward integration
p_back = mesh ;
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146
147
148
149

150

151
152

153
154
155
156
157
158
159
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M_bwd = 0* p_back (: ,1) ;
cont =1;
for t_back = t : - dt : t - tau
[ p2_back ,˜] =
runge_NS ( - dt , t_back , p_back , ntx , nty , ntz , @v_atmos_3D_cart ) ;
[ THp2 , PHIp2 , Rnp2 ] =
cart2sph ( p2_back (: ,1) , p2_back (: ,2) , p2_back (: ,3) ) ;
Rnp2 ( Rnp2 > R ) = R ;
[ p2_back (: ,1) , p2_back (: ,2) , p2_back (: ,3) ] = sph2cart ( THp2 ,
PHIp2 , Rnp2 ) ;
M_bwd = M_bwd + vecnorm ( p_back - p2_back ,2 ,2) ;
p_back = p2_back ;
if mod ( abs ( t_back ) ,100) >99.999 || mod ( abs ( t_back ) ,100) <0.001
tot_M_bwd ( cont ,:) = M_bwd (:) ;
cont = cont +1;
end
end

160
161

clear p2_back p_back THb PHIb Rnb tbw TH PHI Rn tfw ;

162
163

save ( name , ’ tot_M_fwd ’ , ’ tot_M_bwd ’ , ’X ’ , ’Y ’ , ’Z ’ , ’ save_T ’ , ’ - mat ’) ;
We also include the functions referenced in the code. The Cash-Karp integrator, which
is the runge NS function, has been obtained from [39].

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

function [ p_new , p_err ] = runge_NS (h ,t ,p , ntx , nty , ntz , f )
A2 = 0.2;
A3 = 0.3;
A4 = 0.6;
A5 = 1.0;
A6 = 0.875;
B21 = 0.2;
B31 = 3 / 40;
B32 = 9 / 40;
B41 = 0.3;
B42 = -0.9;
B43 = 1.2;
B51 = -11 / 54;
B52 = 2.5;
B53 = -70 / 27;
B54 = 35 / 27;
B61 = 1631 / 55296;
B62 = 175 / 512;
B63 = 575 / 13824;
B64 = 44275 / 110592;
B65 = 253 / 4096;

66
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
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C1 = 37 / 378;
C3 = 250 / 621;
C4 = 125 / 594;
C6 = 512 / 1771;
DC1 = C1 - 2825 / 27648;
DC3 = C3 - 18575 / 48384;
DC4 = C4 - 13525 / 55296;
DC5 = -277 / 14336;
DC6 = C6 - 0.25;

31
32
33

ak1 = f (t ,p , ntx , nty , ntz ) ;
p_temp = p + B21 .* h .* ak1 ;

34
35
36

ak2 = f ( t + A2 * h , p_temp , ntx , nty , ntz ) ;
p_temp = p + h * ( B31 .* ak1 + B32 .* ak2 ) ;

37
38
39

ak3 = f ( t + A3 * h , p_temp , ntx , nty , ntz ) ;
p_temp = p + h * ( B41 .* ak1 + B42 .* ak2 + B43 .* ak3 ) ;

40
41
42

ak4 = f ( t + A4 * h , p_temp , ntx , nty , ntz ) ;
p_temp = p + h * ( B51 .* ak1 + B52 .* ak2 + B53 .* ak3 + B54
.* ak4 ) ;

43
44
45

ak5 = f ( t + A5 * h , p_temp , ntx , nty , ntz ) ;
p_temp = p + h * ( B61 .* ak1 + B62 .* ak2 + B63 .* ak3 + B64
.* ak4 + B65 .* ak5 ) ;

46
47

ak6 = f ( t + A6 * h , p_temp , ntx , nty , ntz ) ;

48
49

50

51

p_new = p + h * ( C1 .* ak1 + C3 .* ak3 + C4 .* ak4 + C6 .*
ak6 ) ;
p_err = h * ( DC1 .* ak1 + DC3 .* ak3 + DC4 .* ak4 + DC5 .*
ak5 + DC6 .* ak6 ) ;
end
Given a point in cartesian coordinates, this function interpolates the velocity field:

1

function vint = v_atmos_3D_cart (t ,p , ntx , nty , ntz )

2
3

R = 6371;

% Mean Earth Radius

4
5
6
7

% Change from cartesian to spherical
[ azimuth , elevation , r ] = cart2sph ( p (: ,1) ,p (: ,2) ,p (: ,3) ) ;
clear p ;

8
9

if ( min ( r ) <= R -5.727917)
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r ( r <= R -5.727917) = R -5.727917;

10
11
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end

12
13
14
15

if ( max ( r ) >= R )
r ( r >= R ) = R ;
end

16
17

18

19

vint1 = ntx ( elevation , azimuth ,r - R ) ;
velocity
vint2 = nty ( elevation , azimuth ,r - R ) ;
meridional velocity
vint3 = ntz ( elevation , azimuth ,r - R ) ;
velocity

% Interpolate zonal
% Interpolate
% Interpolate radial

20
21
22

23

% Change velocity field to cartesian
vint =
geo2cart_velocity ( azimuth , elevation , vint1 , vint2 , vint3 ) ;
end
This function converts a vector from the orthonormal geographical basis to the cartesian
basis:

1
2
3

4

5
6

function vel_cart = geo2cart_velocity ( long , lat ,u ,v , w )
vel_cart = zeros ( size ( long ,1) ,3) ;
vel_cart (: ,1) = w .* cos ( long ) .* cos ( lat ) - u .* sin ( long )
- v .* cos ( long ) .* sin ( lat ) ; % v_x
vel_cart (: ,2) = w .* sin ( long ) .* cos ( lat ) + u .* cos ( long )
- v .* sin ( long ) .* sin ( lat ) ; % v_y
vel_cart (: ,3) = w .* sin ( lat ) + v .* cos ( lat ) ; % v_z
end

